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ACRONYMS AND INITIALISMS

Professiona in the library and inforpaion comtunity, as do members.of

many_other profe sions, use a great 'many shortened names or titles. Such use

of abbreviationa may confnse_a reader who is not a regular member of,the

specific'profe sional community. For this reason, a list of acrohyts and

initialisma u ed throughout this.study are.spelled out below. Full titles are

0

also used at the first.mention ih the text:

ATMS Automated:InsCructional Materials Handling System 1

ALPS Automated Library Processing Sxstem
,

AVTE -- Adult Vocationakand Technical Education%

BATAB'-- Baker ana:Tayl5r'#s Automated Bnytng System

BCR Bibliographic Center for Research

4

BOCES -4 Board of Cooperative Educational Sarvices.

CAI --.Computer'--As' isted Instruction

CESA Cooperative. Eau6ational Service Agencies

CLSI .Computer Libraries erVices, Inc.
-s

ETN "'EducationaV,Telgphone Network

ERICH-EdbcntionaliResources Information Clearinghouse
,

FAME -- Florida Associatipn for Media in Education

FASTER -- Filing anif,Source DaEa Entry Technique for Easier Retrieval

FCC 7- Federal C unication Commission

" `N
Library Information NetworkFlori

ILLINET Illinois Library and Information Network-\.

IMS Instructional Materials Centers

INCOLSA -- Indiana Cooperative Library Services Authority .

#

KWIC -- Key Words in Context Index

LSCA -- Library Services and Construction Act

MARC -- Machine 'Readable Ca loging
4;'t

A

'AS



ROCAT -- Maryland Department of Education's microfiche data base

-- National CommiSsion on Libraries endinformation Science
1

-
National Institute of Education

' OALS Formerly OTIS, Oregon Total Information System

OCLC, Inc. -7 Formerly Ohio College tilirary Center

RTI -- Research Technology Incorporated

SEEN -- Statewide Extension Educz;'tional Network

SOLINET.-- Southeastern Library Network

ii
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INTRODUCTION

This study was designed to meet the specificiationsffor the

P

project and presents a state-of-the-art report on the use of

technology in the administration Of school library media programs as

well as the use of technology in school library/public library

cooperation. The ilterature has been analyzed and an annotated

biblifyaphy has been completed. .

Nine individuals:in ichools, sc)ool district media centers;

regional centers, and one university Learning Resource Center were
l

called to determine the actval utilization of technology for

management purposes in dthool library media centers.. The individuals

were chosen after nine states had been identified as.having

w 1-eltablished programs utilizing,technology.for cooperative

alltivLties between schools and public lihraries, were'considered

/avant garde in the utiii.zation of techndlogy in school media centers,

or represented a unique adaptation of technology in'the

a*inistrative functions of.school media centers. In addition to the

abo geographic distribution was also considered.

Additional inform ion was collectea to.confirm the present

,

status of technology in the Albuquerque, New-Mexico Processing

Center', The 'Shawnee Mission, Kansas Schools, and Leavenwortr(Kansas)

High Sdhool because of known long-standing commitments to high tech7

A

nology. Commercial vendors were queried to detexmine the use of

their on-line systems by school districts. Trends in the use of ,

technology in the administration of school library media services

have been identified and recommendations have been made for fyture

planning.
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In order to set the parameters for the paper, a definition of

"administrative funo4ons" will be

the activities and duties within the school library media center
which,direct or control_ the provision and utilization of informa-
elon, materials, equipment and staff.

These activities and duties include

technical services (shared cataloging, acquisition)

scheduling (films, equipment, maintenance of.equipment)

circulation

interlibrary-loan,

information retrieval (data bases)

security systems

budgeing.'

stafftng.

other clerical functions,

A definition for ".tecOnology", does not seem to be 'as simple. In

1976, Richard'DeGennaro wrote that

In 1967-, the lilerature of library automation was Still very
limited in scope.and fell into two categories:. At one ex-
treme were the detailed technical papers written by systems
librarians describiti a specific application which was being
implemented in a particular library. At the other extreme
were general or visionary papers written by information
scientists or librarians speculating on how computer tech-
nology wes going to change libraries in the future.1

-

The impllcation here and in the viewpoints of many.professionals

might be that "library dutomation" and "technology" are synonyMous

With "computers." In 1982, this would be a very narrow definition of

the term tichnology. For the purposes of this paper, technology'will

be defined'as

The entire array of equipment ordinarily activated by
electricity and used to preserve, collect, extract, sort,
reproduce, print,'Project or transmit information in any
format.
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The use of technology in the administration of the school library

media center has parallelled the use of similar technologies in other

types of libraries although utilization has probably not been as

_

rapid or as in-depth:- Achool librarymedia centers,'while larger in

quantity when comparing the total-,numbers oflienters, are smaller in

facility size, numberl of potential users, and available budgeta. In

the immediate pas,t, school library media. specialists haye had much

'less money to spena On experimental.technologies. Grants for funding

_research in technology it library settings have more often gone to
1

-the larger institutions; public and academic libraries,

That is not to say that school library media centers have been

without technologies. Tel&phones and typewriters have been standard

1/4

equipment for many years. School library media centers were in the

forefront of the initiation of audiovisual materials and serviCes for

u4ers, and these agencies appea to ,be leading the way in'the

dtil4ation of microcomputers.
. .

'ANALYSIS OF THE LITERATURE
.

Adaptations of advanced technologies before 1969 which were used

.to provide automation for school libraries were reporterin an issUe

of Drexel Library Quarterly, April, 1969. In his article, Walter

Stone considered that the equipment presently available "(ind the

many to come) do not perform effectively and will not in the future

perform effectively, the most vital jobs/achool 1,ibrarians do."2

Yet, at the same conference, Mildred Breiland3 reported the suc-

cessful, services of the centralized data processing center which was

in place in the Albdquerque Public Schools. Not only did the center

. generdte catalog cards for both book55 and audiovisual materialirbut



also ordered basic bagA colleCtionsefor uew schools, prepared buying

lists, and ordered Agazines,-all vital jobs for school librarians.

The Leavenworth High School's Data Protessing Library System for

book orders, new book processing, and both shelf list,..40 borrower's

cards was reported in March, 1969
4

. The computer alsolreproduced

cards ior checked out books and generAed addresses for students on

post cards for first and second overdue notices. In the years which

,followed, many large and small school systeMS utilized computers to

do some or all technical processing. "'more schools began to-utilize

the district's mainfraie for circtilatimon cantrol and overdues.

In 1982, both systems described above are still in operation.

The Albuqueique Public School''s central processing center; currently

under the direction of Catherine Htigins, continues to use a

mainframe for processing materials. As of January 1, 1980 holdings

wfreautoMated and the center went online with eight terminals rather

than utilizing batch processing as had been dene previously.

Automated.inSrentbry is projected and an automated circulation system

is planned for the high schools within the next three years, This

new system shauld perMit the implementation of interlibrary loan

between schools.

At present tile Albuquerque staff is also cataloging"the
4

district's 16mm collection and hve recently added*the audiotape's for

the radio station to the data base. i totaf of 15,000 film titles is

listed in an annotated catalog which is currently being placed on

*microfiche.

Whet; a card catalog was destroyed, processing center staff used

the computer to reproduce main entry cards of the entire collection

on microfiche. Staff members have recently taken the fiche and the



fiche readers to this particulat.school where they found that

Cll
trainint Uas not difficult and t at students were very successful in

,utilizing the fiche for access to their c4lectiOn.

The professional litrary collection has also been entered int:0

the computer. An annotatea list of the professional collection is

also available on microfiche. Staff are i liestigating the possi.

bility of sharing this with other/interested schOol districts. They

are also considering methods which would make the complete data base

available to other.schools in New Mexico Por cataloging purposes or

for the generation of fiche catalogs.

D . Dwain Scott rePorts that the online circulation system a.t
. .

Leavenworth High School is still in place and that no major changes:

have been made since itsAnstallation. Cumulative statistics

generated by the system in the various Dewey categories are still

used for ordering and teacher and student awarenegs 'projects: The

school district is installing a new computer system in the near
%NOM

future and it is hoped that bibliographic control will become

possible.

Shawnee Mission's original sysbem used a small computer to do

batch ordering, cataloging, and batch circulation. Later they

converted to IBM's Filing and Source Data Entry Tqfhnique for Easier

Retrieval (FASTER), a prOgram adopted from the Kansas City Police

Department.

Beverly White report's that the automated cataldting system is

gtill in operation in 1982. The complete holdings of the district

are not only on computer but also are-available on microfiche for the

entire district. Closing schools and redistributing collections is

no probl,pm since materials can be recataloged by couuter and sent to

.5
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. other locations,within the district'. The old card catalogs Are then

discarded.

One of the gieatest b irifits derived from having the comple e

holdings of the district available on the computer is the cappbility

of generating bibliographies relating to any subject headings used ,

through- out the system. These bibliogrsphies can be generated to -

include a single school's holdings, neighboring schools' holdings, or

A
the entire district-wide holdings. The collection of the entire dis-

trict can be, analyzed by subjects such as_pumber of science boo1S4

which are 10 years or

After completing a search of the literature Concerning the use,of
s

technology in.school library media centers prio to 1973, a more

extensive review was conducted of the articles since 1973 with

particular emphasis on recent information (1977 to present). The\i:.

liteeature does not reveal an overwhelming number of articles which

NCuld require sifting.and sorting through to select the best. In the

two sections which follow, the administrative functions chosen for

I.

che study are listed and the corresponding articles are indicat ted.

'Articles may be located in the annotated bibliography wtiich contains

citations to these articles, other general articles on technology and

specific articles on the.use of technology in sChool media centers.
*

In the bibliography, technical services were,divided into two

areas: acquisitions and cataloging/processing. A general discussion

on acquisitions is written 1:67 Pearson while Burke provides procedures

for automating acquisitions. Epstein describes the acquisitions

procedures in the MadisOn schools. Bajema provides benchmark budget

costs for varicus specific acquisitions functiobs. Acquisition and

processing for one school district are handled by a commerc?al firm,

Baker and Taylor's BATAB (Walston).
6
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Articles on cataloging and processing With the use of the

teChnology include discussions of centers where ce.ltralized

processing is done by mainframe computer (Carmody) (Holmes);

cataloging by microcomputer (Costa)k and by opu, Inc. (Deal) ,(Denver

* '

;School System). 'One article discusses cataloging of audiovisualpon a

mainframe (Rewerts).

One of the cataloging and protessing actiVities
/
has implications

:for, circulation, interlibrary loan, and information retrfaval. Thls

is the production,of computer catalogs of materials. The topic is

discussed by Brown, Burke, Glidden; and.Schwartz.,

The infotmation on circulation systems includes one general

article withlleme buying guides (Pearson)', a,cost analysis (Bajema4,_

utilization of two specific coMmercial systems, CLSI (tlyLln) an

A Autobook (Vollbrecht) (Zolton), a specific type of systera, bar code

readillg (Hoffman), and a sy§tem for a specific type of matelial, film

circulatiOn (Smith, M). The use of minicomputers (Hamner) and

microcomputers (Lee) for circulation is described as well as systems

which write overdues only (DonovanY. Overdues may be written on a'

word processor (SchoOl has computer. . .).

One interlibrary loan systeewhich was automated with computer 4
+

transmission and teletypes between high "schools, colleges-and pinblic.

libraries Was described (Taggart). A step -by Steprproce to set up.

an inteilibrary loan system was written by Kolb.

Information retrieval with online data bases is reported ln two

articles by Dowling. Data bases for schools are :3 %scribed by

Franckowiak. A statewi,de data base listing of films in sebool

diatricts on a c9mputer was established'in Michigan (Grimes). A

-commercially produced data base, Gpfdance%InfOrmaL:on System, which



produces education and carpet informatiori, is disCusAd by Lindberg.
1

The EBIC system (Epstein) appears to be the;most popular data base
,

'for school use. Williams points out the effective- ness of a

microproCessor-in online information systems;

The relative merits of three types of security systems is ,

discussed by Shirley. Two school library media specialists in Canada

give_very specific information about the cost savings of their

automated seriity systems (Burdenuk) (Mott).

A genera!, article on budgeting, written by Curley appears to be,

the only one on this topic.

Interlibrary cooperation in the United States began almost as

soon as libraries,were organized. Advances in technology, first the

teiephone, then the teletyPe, and'ultimately the computer, improved

the means by-which librarians exchanged information and resources. '

Informal cooperative arrangements evolved ifitoformalized syStems and

systems, became computer-based networks.

Although school library media specialists were rarely involved in

the early development of computerized library networks, schools or

school districts are npw participiking in single and multitype
* , -

networks in at least twenty-six statel.. The'contributions, benefits,

and problems of school library media center participation in networks

were extensively described in a 1975 NatiOnal Commission on Libraries

and Information Science (NCLIS) publication; 5
however,"attual

reports of l'tlhe technologies used in school/public library cooperation

have only recently begun to appear.

School and public library cooperation is described by Aaron and

fn.the report of the Illinois Interlibrary Cooperation (Consultant)

Program (School of Library Science). The New York pilot projects

13
8



include regional networks for intersystem cooperation (New

Directions). Persons wishing to establish formal cooperative

procedures might wish to consult the "Memorandum of Agreemeut- and

"Guidelines for Systems working with School Libraries in the Illinois

LibrarY and Information Network" (Expanding Illinet). A state

network, INCOLSA, and its services are described by both Alexander
,

and Land:

The literature on technologTin the administration of school

library media centers has provided both an historical perspective and

an update of examples-of curcent usage. Additional uses were sought'.

through the interviews with personnel in the nine states. These

"case studies" arp found in App3ndix A.

<,



'FOOTNOTES

lRichard DeGennaro, "Library Automation: :Changing Pattetns and

New Directions," Library J8urnal 101 (4anuary .1, 19,76): p.:175.

2Stone, Walter, "Improved School Library SerV,Ice.Through
Automation," Drexellibraty Quarter1y/5 (April% 1969): p. 73

3Mildred Rreilind, ".Centralized' Data Processing.for Libreries
in the Albuquerque Public Schools," Drexel Library Quarterly 5'.
(April, 1969): p.

4Betty Flora and John Willhardt. "High. School Library.Data,

Processing," Journal of.Libraty Automation 2!(March, 1969): 10-19.

.5Task Force On the Role of the School Library Media Program in
the National Program, Role of the School Library Media Program in
Networking, Washington, D.C.: National Commission on Libraries and

Information Science, 1978,.
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BIBLOGRAPHY OF TEE USE OF TECHNOLOGY
IN THE AbMINISTRATION'FUNCTIM -

OF SCHOOL LIBRARY MEDIA
PROGRAMS

As a part of this study on"technology_in the'adminiStration of

school libraries, a search of the literature was)undertaken. The

historical perspective Vas gleaned from a brief survey of thy

literature piior to 1973. Threepublications would be of interest to

those who wish to study the eVolueion of automation in school library
".

systems. The first of these is a report of a 1963 Clinic on Library

Applicaticns of Data Processing, held on April 28-May 1, 1963. While

school libraries were not highlighted, the applicationSreported in.

the publiCations below have useful historical perspectivr for school

library media suecialisia today:,

Goldhor, Herbert, ed. Proceedings,of the 1963 Clinic on Library
Applicationa of Data Processing. Champaign, Ill:1 University of

Illinois Graduate School of.Library Science.
.

In 1969, Drexel Institute of Techndlogy's Gradnate.SchOol of

Library Science held a conference on Data Processing for School

Libraries, Pap.:s from this conference covered such varied topics

hardware and software techniques, improving school library service

5

through automation, acquisitions programs, the card,catalog,

centralized prOceasing, and automated reviewing programs. The

proceedings of thip conference may be found in:

as

Long,,Marie, ed. "Data Processing for School Libraries." Drexel Li-

brary Quarterly 5 (April, 1969): 61-131.

Papers presented at the LARC Institute on Automation of Libraries

in Scho-..i. Systems which was held in Pomona, California ae the Rellogg

. Center of the California State Polytechnic University on September



a

. 27- 28, 1973, featured the Automated Instructions Materials Handling

System (AIMS) projeCt in the Los Angele6 City Schools and Oregon's_

'Oregon Total Information System (OTIS), later renamed OALS, systems,

The AIMS system was to provide idventory cOntrol, an on-line

interacctive booking system for 16thm films, a materials ordering

program and, a management program for the evaluation of materials

file. It also included an accounting and budgeting program and'a

MARG-system for evaluation, ordering and cataloging the materials.

OTIS/OALa provided booi or media catalog production,. reports of media

evaluations, online booing and scheduling for the instructional

materials center, and a circulation and inventory system for

.,textboOks. Further informatiouis found in

Proceedings Of the LARC Institute on Automation of Libraries in School
Systems.. California State Polytechnic University, Pomona,

- California, September 27-.28, 1973.

:The annotated bibl-io.grap1r which follgys is divided into two

major divisions,: Basic information or descriptive,information and

- applications of technology. No other articles or monographs are

cited before 1973.

Basic Information

"Affordable Databases: Information Utilities and Bibliographic Re-
trieval." ACCESS: Microcomputers in Librariesl (October,

1981): 7-9, 20, 22, 27-28.

A catalog of five information utilities (The Source, CompuServe,
DIALOG, System Development Corporation, and RUN) their data,
services, and fees.

Ashford, John. "Software Cost: Making or Buying It." Program 10
(January, 1976): 1-6.

... checklist of factors to be considered when deciding on the
use of a minicomputer for library housekeeping routines ... soft-
ware development in relation to library characteristics. Costs
of gackages and colloborative systems."



Blaschke, Charles L. "Microcomputer Software,Development for.SChools:
What, Who, How?" Educational Technology 19 (October, 1979): 26-

, ,28.

Results of a survey of1f200 respondents to mailed
questionnaires, telephone inter:iiews, and meetings with users at
six national education cOnferefices. Problem, with software
development include "assurances that the hardware for which the
software is developed will be widely used; and protection through
copyrights and other incentives which increase the probability
that the return on investment may be assured."

Clogston, Tom. "CBI for a High-Tech Industry." Instructional
Innovator 25 (September,.1980): 22-24. '\

Minicompueer'and Microprocessor traini9g at the Boeing Aerospace
tompany iiSeattle. _

y
\,.

Coon, Judy and Brenize, Colleen. "Invasion of the Microcomputer
or Vow That I've Got It, What Do IDo With It?" Learning and
Media 9 (Fall Quarter,,1981):,10-12.

The arrival of the microcompuier with the poiential of one in
every classroom presents a challengelto the library media
specialist who "will play a decisiveirolje-in determining the
types of programs that are established tbr instructional purposes
within his/her district.," Brief introduction to.. instructional
strategies, memory, equipment available, and.the need.for
computer literacY.

Davison, Wayne.. 1Minicomputers and Library Automation: The
Stanford Experience." in 1974 Clinic on Library Applitations of

' 'Data Processing, Proceedings, pp. 80-95. Urbana-Champaign, Ill.:
1

University of Illinois, 1,974.

The library automation system, BALLOTS, and the application of
minicomputers for bibliographic (searching with A proposal for a
circulation system.

Douglas, 'Shirley and Neights, Gary. Microcomputers in EducationA
Guide to Microcomputers. Harrisburg, PA.: Pennsylvania
Department of Education, [n.a.]

Basic information on the selection and utilization of
microcomputers.
r

Franckowiak,,Bernard. "Networks, Data Bases, and Merlia Programs: An
Overview." School Media Quarterly 6 (Fall,-1977): 15-20.

-Articulates the benefits of school participatiowin'networks and
their potential contribution to a network.

Garraway, Hugh. "Computer Software: It's as -Easy 'as 1, 2, 3.7.-

Instructional Innovator 25 (SepteMber, 1980): 20-21.

13 lb



Briefly defines and describes comphter software.

'Getting Started with, Micro-computets,". Instruc tional Innovator 25
(September, 1980): 10-T11.

Introdnction to this issue ofthe magazine which features
articles on the microcomputer.

. a

GrOsch,.Audry N. "Minicomeuter--:bharacterisuics, Economics and'
Selection for an Integrated Library Management "tem.". in 1974
Clinic (cited above) pp. 158-169.

\
Defines minicomputer and discusses specifications', for purchase of

' hardware and softwate,

HornerG. and,Teskey, F. J. "Micro-Computer and the School
Libraty." School Librarian 2-7.(December, 1979): 339-340.

"Our-concern is-with the miceo-eompqter as a teachimg tool in
mosf subjects of the curriculum....As this will probably be its
majot use in schoOls, it would seem inevitable that' the library
is the sensible place to house such ,a machine....Programs could
also be developed which4old allow quick retrieval of infor-

-mation about different clastes of il000ks,in the library.,..
Micro-computers could also be used to keep a complete'file of the
issue and.retnrn of books, the individual child'S reading..."

Hyman, Mike. "The Role of Minicomputers in Libraries and Information
Units." ASLIB Proceedings 30 (October-November, 1978): 373-382.

"...minicoTputers, what they are and hoW much they cost....types
of systems required in libraries [in Great Britain] and the
availability of suitable software packages."

-Ingoldsby,*Tim C. "Confessions of a Microcomputer Illiterate or, You
'Too Can See the Light:" The Physics-Teacher 16 (01Ctober, 1978):
434-435.

Concise detription of the ways one person approached learning
about micros with suggestions to be followed by other novices.

Roth; Audrey.. "Development and Potential of a Multitype Library:Net-
-work." School Media Quarterly 6 (Fall, 197.7): 21-27.

Describes the development of the Washington Library Network and
points out the technology involved, what the network offers, and
the participation of school'media centers in the network's
organizational structure. i

a

Laird, Nicola "Career Education Data Bases and Systems." School
Media Quarterly 6 (Fall, 1977):.28-32.

The description of a Career Information System (CIS) which
contains vocational informaOlon which Can be accessed by students.

14 1 j
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Lennox, Mary F. 'Fac1litatini4c1iool/Public Cobperation: The Faculty-
*in-Residencl Focus, 1981. Chit'agio: Chicago Public Library/
Chicago Library.System, June, Mil.

-

A.brief summary of national trends, concepts and practices in
school/public library Opperation, an analysis of the need and
trends of school 1ibrar4s affiliating with nedworks, and an "

overview ok the Chicago Library System and its relationship to
the schools in a retwork for

ir
Chicago. Contains a "LibTary

Cooperative Quest onnaire Summary" of responses frai the Public
Library Branches and high school libraries. "Existing
communications between CPL/CLS and school are not as effective as
a mechanitm of this magnitude require's."

Lopez, Antonio M. 1Microcomputers: Tools or/the Present and
Future,: School Media Quarterly 9 (Spring, 1981): 164-167.

"In the`future, one might see qufte a,different library, so
different that it might be called an information center.
Electronic devices like compute's, videodisks, slide projectors,
and audio devices wil play an iMportant role in this futuristic
environment."

;

Ih

Metz, T. John. "BRS/MIDLNET Helps.Mr. Jones:" Wisconsin Library
Bulletin 73 (May-'..Jul, 1977): 101-102.

Brief description of one network and the Bibliographic Retrieval
Services which it offeri.

Michael, Frederick W. "Funding Sources for Microcomputers."
Instructional Innovator 25 (September, 1980):.26-28.

Suggestions'for "finding funds to purchase microcomputers and
software'imstruction."

"Microcomputer Buying Gnide." Media & Methods 18 (Novethber, 1981):

.

Manufacturers, by nathe and address, who produce microcomputers
, .

iph'can be programmed in.13ASIC, with four whose computers
utilized interchaheable languages.

\

"MicroProcessor-Based library Circulation System." LASIE 9
(November-December:7,1978): 36-41.

Microprocessors WithOptical Character Recognition (OCR) wandi
for data entry ,to handle all functions provided by "manual
systems."

Miller, Inabeth. "The Micros Are-Coming." Media and Methods 16 .
(April, 1980): 32-34, 72, 74.

rox

The potential utilization of the microcomputer for education and
alio classroom record keeping.
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Negus; A. E. "The Applidation of Minicomputers to Problems of
Information Retrieval." in 1974 Clinlc (cited above), pp. 96-103.

8

Advantages and disadvantages of microcomputer systems for
Information retrieval%

Ik -

Nierengarten, John A. 7Microcomputera' in School Media Centers." h-

Wisconsin Librari Bulletin 76 (November-December, 1980): 273-274.

"There are many useful prdgrams-available including ones that
determine the reading difficulty level of textbooks." Brief
description of capability of microdomputers with tips for
purChasing. .

A NN
Nomeland, Ronald. "Some considerationaln Selecting a Microcomputer.

for SchoOl." ,AmericanAnnals of the Deaf, 124 (September, 1979):
5854591.

Writing.specifications after selecting capabilities and options.

Nyren, Karl, Ed. LJ/SLJ Hotline. 9 (May 26, 1980): 1-5,

Jteport of the ASIS midwinter conference which included brief
summaries of a. continning educafion workshop concerning micro-
computers ih library automation.

Pratt, Allan D. "The USe of Microcomputers in Libraries." Journal
of Library Automation 13 (March, 1980): 7-17.

'"Small4scale-computer-Systems are nOw of sufficiently low cost
and high capacity that it is feasible.to consider the use of one
in many libraries." -Their advantages and potential for improve-
ment of library service at various levels are discussed. They
seem well adapted for (1) text processing, (2) preparation of
local bibliographies and resource guides, and (3) improvement of
on-line data base searching.

"Quick: Tell Me How to Buy Libtary'44Security Systems." American
School-Board Journal 164,(August, 1977): 43.

Very brief explanation of the lootential of an electroxlic security
system and considerations to be given the installation of such a
system in a school district.

"Resources are Macro for Micros." Instructional Innovator 25
(September, 1980): 29-31.

Names and addresses of manufactures of hardware, software as well
as general magazines, newsletters, and software book publishers.

Smith, Malcolm. "EValuation of Computers eor Library Applications."
LASIE 9 (1978): 2-14.

16
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Evaluation of "a total system approach to systems,with similar .

levels of sophistication, pointing out some pitfalls that may be
coctuntered.." No library applications are discussed as such.
AutAor does conclude, "one should not forget to compare these .

, costs with thoee,of a manual system--top often we get carried
away by computerization and end up aying more for p9orer
service. However, don't get the idea I am trying to frighten
people away from computer systems. The main point I am trying t
put adross is to go 1nt6?these projeCts with your eyes open."

Souviney) Bandell. "There's a Microcomputer in Yobr Future."
Teacher 97 .(February,,1980): 53-58.

Introduces the *microcomputer_ with emphasis on Utilization for
4

claesroom management tasks.

Twaddle, Dan R. "School Media Services and Automation,' School
Media Quarterly 7 (Summer, 1979): 257-276.

nA survey and annotated bibliography-of the professional
literature related to the automation of school library services,
1(12."

Wainwright, Jane. "Why Use a Minicomputer? Some Factors Affecting
Their Selection." 'Program 10 (January, 1976): 7-13.

"...factors influencing the.selection' of c.omputer facilities [in
academic, public and special libraries in Great, Britain].:.
Comparison is made between costs associated with inhouse
mainframes and minis... [Explores] selection policy:..staffing,
software, hardware selection."

Basic Information with Educational Applications

"Microcomputers . . . The Future is Now." The Practitioner a News-
letter for the On-Line Administrator 11 (October, 1979)

Brief introduction to the educational applications of the
microcomputer.

Milner, Stuart D. "How to'Make the Right Decisions About Micro-
cotaputers." Instructional Innovator 25 (September, 1980): 12-19.

Introduction to representative systems with guidelines for
selecting an educational system.

Nicklin, R. C. and Tashnet, John...! 7:Micros in the Library Media

Center?" School Media Quarteriy:9 (Spring, 1981): 168-181.

"An .examination of the factors determining the placement of
micrOcomputers in the library media center." Stresses
edUcational utilization rather than library management

'applications."

,40
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Special Applications '

Applications of TeChnology

Carren, Donald M. "Multiple Minis for Information Management."
DatamatiOn.21 (§,ptember, 1975)r 54-56, 58.

Description of a sytAin which provides- fast responses to medical '
data such as patients' charts, ordering of supplies and 'services,
scheduling operating rooms and other facilities, and maintaining
records of Chwrges accumulated.

I

.Educational Applications

Arcanin, Jacob and,ZawolkOw, Geoffrey. "Microcomputers in.the
Service of Students and Teachers--Computer-Assisted Instruction
at the California School for the Deaf: An Update." American
Annals of the Deaf.125 (September? 1980): 807-813.

Authoring systeMs to adapt microcomputer prdgrams for a variety
of students.

Judd, Dorothy R. "Administrative perspectives: Administrative
pecision Tools: A Microcomputer Reality Available Now."
Educational Computer Magaiine 1 (July-August,1981): 6-7.

SolVingsuch educational'administrative problems as school' bus
routes with.a microcomputer. .

Konopatzke", P4t. "Elthira High School Media Center COmputer Program."
Educational Computer Magazine 1 (July-August, 1981): 8-9.,

A compueer practicum program which permits high school students
who have completed a programming class and are recommended by
teachers and media specialist to write programs for teachers,
de4elop-learning programs, and tutor elementary students.

Krikelas, James. "Thigiting About Automation? Consider These Factors
in Making a Decision." Wisconsin Library Bulletin 73 (May-June,
1977):98-100.

Some steps to follow in deciding whether or not to automate, or
if to automate, what form of automation. Creation and main-
tenance of large files'of bibliographic records in machine-
readable form seemto be cost.effective for large systems while
circulation might be more cost effective for smaller units.

Lockard, James. "Computers Blossom at a Small School in Iowa."
Instructional Innovator 25 (September, 1980): 25.

Computer skills teaching program_at a private college in rural
Iowa.

Lourey, Eugene D. "Systems Design for a Minicomputer-Based Li-
brary Data Management System." in 1974 Clinic (cited above) pp.
181-190.
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Describes hardware and; software and discusses cost considerations
as well as site preparation and installation.

"Microcomputers in the Library/Media Center." TIES Total Information
Educational Systems 8 (February-March, 1980): 9pp.

A very brief introduction to microcomputers..
e

Price, Camille. "Microcomputers in the Classroom." Mathematics
Teacher 71 (May, 19716): 425-427.

"MicrocoMputers give students more ins t'into the Working of a
computer than do:programmable calculators

Romans, Anne F. and Ransom, Stailey A. Apple a Day: Micro-
computers, in the Public Library.", American Libraries 11
(December, 1980): 691-693.

9
Why and how a public librarY purchased anlApple II microcomputer.

Thomas, Wes. "Up...Up...And Away...Satellite Communications Moving
The World Into Your Classroom. Media & Methods :18 (September,
1981): 14, 16-17.

e
,

The utilization of satellite antennas--parabolic or spherical
antennas, "dishes," to pick up educational satellite programs for
classrooms.

Wilhelms, Fred T. "The AWNEA Schooldisc Prograi," Videodisc/

Teletext 1.(Winter, 1981): 30-32.

"A project in which tlacher-consultants developed ideas for
video-teaching'materials and television'professionals implemented
them." The development pf, 20 one-hour programs with teaciher
guides.

Library Applications

Aaron, Shirley L. School-Public Library Cooperation: A State-of-the-
Art Review. Syracuse, N.Y.: ERIC Clearinghouse on Information
Resources, Syraguse University, 1980. ,

Focuses "chiefly on cooperative activities between school and
public libraries other than [emphasis this' author's] those
activities involving participation in multitype librAry networks"'
which means few references are made to the utilization of

vt-technology.

'Advancing ILLINET...Anticipations and Expectations for the Future.'
.Illinois Libraries 57 (Jum, 1975): 405-407.

One school librarian's comments on the expectations from the
networks which included communication conceruing what the system
can offer schools, reference services beyond what the school has

19



to offer, some help with-selection (e.g., what album would have a
particular piece of music on it?), perhaps a textbook selection
center, and reinforcement in the use of reference tools by
students.

,Alexander, Janet. "Alool Libraries and the InCoLSA Network."
Hoosier School Libraries 16 (December, 1976): 31-34.

Presents the network prOjects available for school media centers
as well as a description of the MARC-based data base and the
related cataloging services...

N

Bajema, BrUce D. "Marin County Free Library: Cost Effectiveness of
a Dedicated Microcomputer for Acquisition and Circulation." in
American Society for Information Science. Conference, 1975,
Portland Ore. Information Roundup, pp. 57-61. ASI§, 1975. ;

Very concise budget costs for specif4 acquisition and
circulation functions.

Brown, Thomas M. "School,Libraries and Automation SystemsSome
Thoughts." Illinois Libraries 60 (April, 1978): 420-422.

"The lack of sophisticated library automation should not be
interpreted as a lack of need for nor a lack of interest in such
a system." In-1974 a survey (which had only 19% return) showed
that 252 of 1,030 school :districts had electronic dafi processing
equipment, but only ten-districts reported any use of this
equipment for library operational, One district planned to close
'the card catalog,and generate a bOok catalog,, one input catalog
data, an# several schools had punched card circulation systems.

f.

Burdenuk, Eugene. "Secondary School Cuts_Library Pilfering."
, Canadian Library Journal 31 (September-October, 1974): 386-388,
390.-391.

Description of Checkpoint Mark I Security System illustrated with'
photographs,: "The.Timmons High and Vocational.School experience
shows the initial outlay can be recdvered in one;year. . . . One
important question left unanswered is what effect will the
security installation have on student attitude toward the
library."

,

Burke, Michael A. "Automated Assistant for Media Professionals."
Wisconsin tibrity Bulletin 73 (May-June, 1977): 120-121.

Describes procedures to be followed for the use of thq computer
to automate acquisitions of instrUctional resources, to produce
catalogs, and to maintailn the audiovisual equipment inventory in
the Milwankee Yublic Schools.

Byrne, Richard B. "As Through a Glass Darkly: Planning for the
Unknowable Media Future.7 School Media Quarterly 10 (Fall,
1981): 22-28.
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.
.

'The potential of aeveloping communication and information
7'technologies for library media centers.. "LiNrarians 'Are .

strateginally located,gt a unique point in the inforTation '

iathering and distribution procegs. The librarian, Could'baan
important source of information for the creators of new' '
information sygtems." . . .

114

Carmody, Jean. 46"CoMputet ProOessitig for Books: Oak CreekePublic
SchOol District." WiSconsin Library Bulletin 73 (May-June,
1977): 122.

Centralized:processing with a 6omputer pet up with some,
assistanee from the Madison Public Schools.

Costa, Betty. "Letter to the Editor: Catalogs Via Microcom-
putera." School Library Journal 27(karch, 1981) 71.

Computerized card catalog with capability to transfer cataloging
for new acquiSitions from OCLC to the sChool's microcomPuter.

Costa, Betty. ."Mictocomputer in Colorado-7It's-Elementary!" Wilson
Library Bulletin, 55.(May, :676-678, 717

4

Use of the microcomputer fo replace the card catalog.

Costa, Betty and Costa, Marie. "Microcomputers in Libraries."
Technicalities 1 (October 1981),; 16.

Brief, description of microcomputer card catalog project in an
elementary school..

f

Curley, Walter. ."The Minicomputer and the Computer Gap for

Libraries." in 1974 Clinic (cited above) pp. 28-31: '

Brief overview of some potential uses of a minicomputer in
library operations from the standpoint of a commercialvendor.
Stresses "businebs" applications.

Deal,, Paula N. "OutoMation in School Media Programs: 'A State-of-

the-Art Reforf with Particular-Reference to the Ohio Coliege
Library Center Catalbging Services." MLS Thefis. Kent geate
University, 1976.

OCLC used by Lakewood, North Olmsted, and Shaker Heights
Schools.

44.

4.

DeGennaro, Richard. "Library Automation:. Changing Patterns and New
Directions." Library Journal 101 (January 1, 1976):,175-183.

lAn U date of an article writtenan 1967 with comments-on the
prog ess of automation in the intervening years. "Many.of the
most important and controversial. issus of the sixties have .ong a
sinc been resolved ot have simPly become irrelevant." The

auth r predicts, as the next phase, an expansion of the "maldf
smcc ss of the 1970's, the cooperative network." This pbase q1.11
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be a combination of'the network with the single library's
inexpensive, minicomputer system into "the development of cost
"effective in-hOuse minlcoMPuter processing and catalog
access systems capable of interfacing-synergistically with an
effective national library network for sharing bibliographical
data and library resources."

"Denver School System Automates Cataloging.- School Library Journal
25 (March, 1979): 78.

Announcement of the contracting of School District No. 12 with
the Bibliographic Center for .Research (BCR) for a computerized
library cataloging system to "allow the district's media center
to increase the volume of processed materials by 59.percent
without having-to hire'additional help or provide special

.housing" and to "enable_media personnel to work directly with
students and teachers by providing aaditional time."

Donovan, Ann. "The Computerized Overdue: A Vade Mecum." Wilson
Library Bulletin 53 (February, 1979): 458-9.

bétaaed explanatiod of a computerized System at Tarpon Springa,
Florida, which generate overdues. Article includes such details

:as establishing the computer fields. A programfound at the
Science Center and help from the head of the math department
contributed to the success of the program.

Dowling, Karen.and Kirsch,: Judy. "On-Lime Information Retrieval in a
Local Education Agency."' School Media Quarterly 6 (Fall, 1977):
33,-51.

Teachers, students, and cOunty residents access on-line-data
bases .through the Educational Materials Laboratory (EMI.) in the
Montgbmery County (Maryland) Public Schools.

Dowling, Karen. "The School Media Center goes Online." Catholic
Library World 53.(October, 1981): 120-121.

An online 6ibliographic retrieval system with access by secondary
. school itudents.

Driver, Russell and Driver, Mary Anne. "Automation in. School Library
Media Centers." School Library Journal 28 (January, 1982): 21-25. .

,e

"This article is a survey of the historical development of
automated teChnical proceasing in schools-"

,Epstein, Hank and Epstein, Susan Baerg. The Effective Useof Auto-
mation in Wisconsin Libraries 1981-1985. Costa Mesa, CA.:
Information Transform Industries, October, 1980.

"This report describes the current and future uSe of automation
teChnologY in WiscOnsin libraries.", Brief mention is made of the
acquisitions systems in Madison Public Schools Media Center, the
purchase of Microcomputers by Cooperative Education Services
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Agencies (CESA5) And some schobls, and the Wisconsin
bissenkl.nition Project (WDP) which provides access to ERIC throu&t
Alw-MDP-office and the CESAs..

"Expanding:ILLINET...Real Movement Toward a Multitype Library
Network.," Illinois Libraries 57 (June, 1975): 378-380,

Contains "Memorandum of Agreement" and "Guidelines for Systems
Working with Schooi Libraries in the Illinois Library And .

Information Network." Both documents serve as models for
consideration lor other states establishing networks." Ed.

Note: Agreements for other states such as Indiana (INCOLSA) and
New York were not available in the readily available pUblished
literature, but would also be of interest.

Franckowlak, Bernard. ,"Networks, Data- Bases, and Media Programs:
Overview." School Sedia Quarterly 6 (Fall, 1977): 15-20.

A discussion of,the available data bases which should be'of
interest to students, teachers, and media specialists.

Glidden, Iris. "Automation for Media Centers? West Bend Schools
Have a Quaxtet of 'Print-out Catalogs." Wisconsin Library
Bulletin,73 (May-June, 1977): 115-117.

A)escribes the steps followed in setting up the SYstem which
furnished book catalogs of:audioVisual materials for a school
system-.

Grimes, George, and Hayhurst, Robert. "Regional Educational Media
Services in Michigan: The REMC Automaied Catalog Project,"
Michigan Librarian 41 (Winter, 1975): 9-11.

Describes a statewtde data base on computer tape of films in the
district collections. 4, manual was provided of the general rules
for data, the subject.headings to be used, codes for producers
and distributors, and so forth.

'Hamner, Walter G. "The Minicomputer and Its Use in Library Opera-
tions ai the University of Maryland." in 1974 Clinic (cited

above) pp. 32-42.

Minicomputers for circulation control in- a decentralized
.library. Many details concerning actual operation.

!

HiCks, Warren B. and Tillin, Alma M. ,"Libraries and Technology--
Same Future ConcernsX School Library journal 23 (April, 1977):

27-3/.

An overview of the potential utilization of six technologies in
"multi-media" libraries: networks, computers, cable television,

.,v14eocassettes and videodiscs, reprography, and programmed
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Hines, Theodore C., et. al. igicros: Applications Today:: ACCESS:
Microcomputers in Libraries 1 (OctOber, 1981): 2, 21=22.

Lists equipment needed and library programs available from the
author of the article to docatalog and typing, union lists,
union cat4logs, word processing, bibliographic listings,
newspaperindexing, general indexing, rapid reference file
("computer searchable file of past deference questions and
'sources for answers--where the answers are brief--of the answers
themselves"), subject and name authority files, vertical file
heading lists, film bOokings, inventories, patrons lists and
others.

Hoffman; Charles. "The Computer in the High School Library."
Catholic Library World 50 (July-August, 1978): 10-11.

>Brief discusSion of computer technology today with emphasis on
on-line ciiculation systems. Highliihts an optical bar-code
reading technology system at the Charles County Community College_
in LaPlata, Maryland and lists potential benefits of the system.

Holmei, Rose. "Madison's Processing Endures." Wisconsin Library
Bulletin 74 (November-December, 1978): 260, 265-266.

Discussion of-i=ent automated system in ielation to
alternatives including OCLC.

Humphrey, DarTell.. 'nCpipputers in the Media Center of'Tomorrow."
Audiovisual'Instrucion 22 -(Noi.iember, 1977): 24-26.

. A

A "blue-sky ride . . . through MC..Tomorrow Land" where computers
and optical Scanners and bar-codes circulate books and halt
patrons with overdue materials. Many persons sit at interactive
computer terminale to access full-text data bases; and all
technical processes-ate aided by the computer.

Kolb, Audrey, aAd Morse, Jo. "Initiating School Participation in Net-
working," /School Media Quarterly 6 (Fall, 1977): 52-59.

"A step-by4644 approach to school'media program involvement in
shared resources and services."

Krubsack, Rosanne Yero. "Another School View of OCLC: CESA 14 and
Southwest Wisconsin Search for Automation." Wisconsin Library
Bulletin, 74 (November-December, 1978): 264-265.'

Pros and cons for joining OCLC with no decision reported at the
time the article was prepared.

Land, Phyllis. "Schools--the On-Line Media Connection," pp. 176-181
of Galvin, Thomas J., Kimmel, Margaret Mary, and White, Brenda
H. Excellence in School Media Programs. Chicago: American
Library Association, 1980.
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Description of a funded demonstration project to determine if the
-"cost of providing bibliograPhic control of audiovisual media can
be7.significantly reduced through cooperative Alaring of human,
machine, and network data base resources. . . . Through the
shared audiovisual cataloging in the dempnstration, the present
\Nag] data base should be expanded by more than ten thousand new
items."

Lee, Leona, "A Microcotputer Handles Overduei.." School Library
Journal-27 (April, 1981): 42.

Describits a system Which produces a list of students by homeroom
or witbItchool numbers, addreeses and home phone numbers. ShOws
or printa A student's accountt a list of books in circulation by
student number or by homeroom, prints overdue.notices, Dewey
classified numbert of books circulated, ur letters to parehte
regarding overdue materials. Also locates a book that Is in.

'circulation. .

Lindberg, -Betty. "The Computer in a Media Center." Media Spectrum

I3 (Fourth Quarter, 1976): 22.

Explanation of the use of Guidance Information Cystem (GIS) to'
retrieve information an two- and four-year colleges, job
descriptions, scholarships, and vocational and technlcal
sehools. Plans were underway to place the library'*a inventory on
cOmputer.

Loofboro, .Debby. :".Inquiry Syant for NEWIL Member Libraries.". Wis-
cqnsin Library Bulletin 73 (May-June', 1977): 118.

A computer timesharing communicationa system which.links computer
terminals in schools to,the Northeaat Educational Prucessing
Laboratory (NEPL). While terminals arel'used primaril, for
instructional purposes, librarians may send messages to specific
schools, a general message to all member schools, list o14
specificAessages or delete messages- previously input into the
system.'

Lundeen, Gerald. "The Role of Microcomputers in Libraries." Wilson
Library Bulletin 55 '(November, 1980): 178-185.

"Recent advtnces in large scale integration of electronic
components and attendant advances in mass storage technology are
wening the possibility of automation.for many small librariea
that np to now could not afford to automate . . . The Micro-
processor, together with advances in communications,technology,
is making possible interactive 'videotext' ,systems which allow,
the public to access and communicate with libLaries from home in
new ways. This article examines the actual and potential appli-
cations of microcomputer systems in libraries, both in technical
services/library automation and in public services as a new form
of media.
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Mott, Sharon. "An Edmonton High School Redddes Book Losses."
Canadian Library Journal 35 (February, 1978): 45-49.

Describes a pilot study in the Edmonton Public School System "to
report on the relative advantages and disadvantages of the
library security system; to °document some of the difficulties
that might be encodntered in introducing it into a high school
ana to recommend ways of minimizing these difficulties." A
thorough report and\analysis with detailed operating costs and
anhual financial benefits oithe security,gystem.

"New Directions: A Report of the Commissioner of. Education gordon
M. Ambach to the New York Stpte Legislhture on Library Pilot
Projects Organized Under Chapter 787, Laws of 1978 New York_State
Covering PerioH.2uly.1, 1979-June 30, 1980." Albany, N.Y.: The
University of the State of New York,'The State Education
Department, [1980?]

Report of the progrea "two pilot regiorikl networks for
intersyaiem cooperation, each to include publilc library systems,
reference And research library resourCeasystems,-and one or more
pilot school library syitems."

Nyren, Karl, ed. LJ/SLJ_Hotline 10 (October 5, 1981): 5.

The Atlantic County Public Library and the Absegami/Oakcrest High
School Library plan to share a CLSI automatea circulation system
maiing holdings-in both available ,tO all. In its initial stages
.a consulting firm is handling the collection.development in 'the
high sdhool as a part of.the project.

Pearson, Karl M. "Minicomputers in the Library." Annual Review of
Information Science and Technology 10 (1975): 139-163.

Library applications which are described in detail include
circulation systems, acquisition and technical service
operations. Also includes buying information for both hardware
and software.

-Rewerts, Ilene. "Print-out for Progress: Eau Claire Computerizes AV
Holdings." Wisconsin Library Bulletin 73 (May-June, 1977): 119.

Brief description of the placing of bibliographic information
concerning the audiovisual materials in elementary schools onto
the district's computer thereby cataloging all nonprint in each
of the'20 schools and providing a print-out listing of the
audiovisual collection bx subject and title.

"School Computer Aids Library and Student's." SchOol Library Journal
26 (August, 1980):

Use of a Wang 2200 MPV computer system to find library books,
identify overdues, locate those in classroom use, and tell the
student's class. "The school had a three-year backlog of
uncataloged books before the new sysiem was installed."
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School of Library Science, Texas Woman's University. Illinois Inter-
Library Cooperation (CorAultant) Program: An Evaluation 1975-
1980. Denton, Texas: Texas Woman's University, 1981.

The final report of aatudy to examine the role.of the C"
interlibrary cooperation consultant. Recommendations are made'
for the expansion and improvement of multitypt cooperation in
Illinois.

Schwarz,,Philip. "Producing a Computerized Catalog df edia
Programs." Audiovisual Instruction 21 (May, 1976):

Development of a computerized catalog in alphabetica order with
a keyword-out-of-context (KWOC) index and a subject index. ,
Provides cost and time estimates.

Scott, Marilynn S. "Automedia--Automated Techniques in the Manage-
ment,of Resources." Audi,visual Instruction 19 (June-July,
1974): 63.

An automated film circuiation'system#

"Security Systems in Use: Wiscont....11 Libraries/Media Centers Show Good

Results." Wisconsin Library b.11etin 76 (May-June, 1980): 133-
134;144.

Summary of responses,to a questionnaire concerning the.effeet of
security systems. Reports are listed by library name.under the
name of the electronic system and under the heading

"nonelectronic security measures.v

Shaw, Violet. "Computer Cure." S,:hool Library Journal 21 (January,

1975): 29.

Use of students to write programs for overdues and bibliographies.

Shirley, Don. "Library Material Security Systems: A School
District's Experience." School Library Journal 23 (April, 1977):
38-41.

Case study of the test of three different security systems: by-
.

pass (automatic/manual), full-c;rculatine(automatic), and per-
son-at the door (manual). Reports the evaluation procedures
established to determine effectiveness. Areas "tested" were
reduction of losses, comparison of usage, cost-effectiveness,
efficiency of systems, teacher and student attitude, and
librarian's data.

Simmons, Peter. "Library automation at the n versi6T of British

Columbia: A 10-4itar Progress Report.". In American Society for

Information Science. Conference, 1975 (cited aboVO' pp. 87-95.

"Recent refinements in ,,Jtomated systems of the Library....
include the conversion Li.' batch systems to on-line operation; the
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use of mi6i-computers, resulting in more direct control of the
Library over computer hardware; the substitution of microforms
for paper printouts; and future participation in a centralized,
province-wide, on-line bibliographic network."

Steepleton, JUdith. "A School,System Likes OCL9: portage,' Michigan
Schools Went On Line in 1977." Wisconsin Library Bulletin 741'-
(November-December, 1978): 260, 263.

"We do feel that the advantages outweigh the disadvantages, tind
the information on the data base is well worth the effort we'lhave
put forth to secure it."

Sugranes, Maria. "Microcomputer Applications at Ocean View Bigh
School Media Center." California Media and Library Educators
Association Journal 3 (Spring, 1980): 9711.

Among a variety of educational uses, themedia specialist s

created"a bibliographic,data base by using an AppleII fr e user
program called File Cipinet. By using at least one disk fc5r eachj.
Dewey category-. . . it student could obtain the 000's disk and by

, --

typing in "Computers" he could obtain a print-out of all our
holdings." They currently have been,able to input the 000s, but
no other Dewey category and are using this to give students an
experience with 'a research tool of the future. The File Cabinet,
program is slso used for the entire addiovisual equipment
inventory to determine_ how much equipment ie 'owned and in .which
department.Le is located. The variable message program is hOoked
up to the four-channel-closed circuit television system and daily
bulletins are beimed.into some classrooms which have television
sets, although not all do.

11?

Taggart, Dorothy'T. "Innovative Programs in Kansas Media Centers."
Ahdiovisual Instruction,,22 (November, 1977): 22-24,

A one-year pilot project tested the effectiveness of interlibrary
codperation through computer transmission and hookups, teletype
connections with five teleprinters to teleprinter installations,
or telephones between three high sChools, seven college campuses,
community colleges, and sixty-five,public libraries. Since
interlibrary loan requests were a net $9.95 per request or $18.94

. per item supplied, the pilot was not continued. A second
project, The Union Catalog Pilot Project," networked 10,000 fully
cataloged audiovisual materials from all schools, public
libraries, and a community college through the union catalog and
through better communication among participants.

Taylor, Audrey and McCordick, Irene. "PRECIS: Indexing to'Revolu7
iionize Subject Access to Information in School Resource
Centres." Canadian Library Journal 33 (December, 1976): 523,
525528.

Repext of the tsransfer of a manually-produced subject index in a
Canadian high school-to a maohine-produced index,."-automated to
serve as a working model for the future development of a school
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libraries network." PRECIS, "a method of in ing developed-for
'the machine production, of a printed subject index for the British
Na..ional Bibliography" was chosen over Seat-6 Subject Headings or
thm Library of Congress Subject Headings to provide en
"operrended vocabulary which allows terms encountered in the
library materials to be freely admitted to.fhe index [which]
meets the curriculum needs of students."

Troutner, Joanne. "Videodisc at Memorial: A,Case tudy." Videodisc/
Teletext 1 (Winter, 1981): 33-37.

"The utilization of videodisc [in the media center for use] in
the education programs of a mid-western juniOr high school and
the reettions of both. students and faculty to the new technology
ate discussed." States advantages and disadvanteges of this new
technology.

Vollbrecht,,John. "gill Future Media daters Be Built Around Com-
putexs?" Audiovisual Instructfon 19 (May, 1974): 42-44.

of,a commerpial program, Autobook, to book, route and bill
media orders by computer.

Walston, Robe:c A. "A. Materials Proceseing Center for the Austin
Schools:" Texas Library Journal 51 (Spring, 1975): 23-25..

School li'arary media specialists select from a microfiche listing
of 65,000 tftles and use Biker and Taylor's Automated Buying
System, BATAB, for. acquisition..

"Why Videotex?" Media & Methods 18 (October, 1981): 6-7, 23.

An interview with Dr. Frank L. Greenagel explains why one
encycloped:. is,now completely machine readable. One reason
given for this decision was that "We were certain that print
would not only not be the exclusive means--but in all
probability, in my lifetime, it will not even be the dpminant
means of distribution of the Academic American Encyclopedia.
This encyclopedia is presently being added to the New York Times
Information Service databank.

Williams, P. W. "The Potential of the Microprocessor in Library
and Informauion Work." ASLIB Proceedings 31 (April, 1979):
202-209.

"The Use of a Microcomputer for Assisting Effective-Use of Public
On-line Information Systems" is described, Possible applications
in a library environment are surveyed and recommendations are
givf-: on those tasks which arempst suitable for the use of
mictocomputers.

Zolton, Ron. lie Also Book Skeletons." Media Spectfum 5-(1978):
13-14.
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A computerized bodking system in the Saginaw, Michigan
Intermediate SChoot Digtrict's.Regiongl Media Center using the
commercial program, Autobook.



ANALYSIS OF THE TRENDS IN THE USE OF TECHNOLOGY:
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

Trends in the use of technology in both the administration of

school library media centers and in the use of technology in school

library/public library cooperati6n are reported using as a guideline,

.the administrative functions which have been outlined for this

study. The general trends are discussed before the more specific.

GENERAL TRENDS:

A lack of information exists in print concerning the successes

and failures of projects using technology in the administration of

schoo± media centere. Ekperimentation in developing new management
-

methods is going on in various location's around the country. Many

'persons 'using technology today developed their systems,in isolation

with little awareness that.others were trying to accomplish the same

tasks." Their experiences would be helpful to school administrators

'and library Media specialists who wish to initiate, revise,,or expand

'administrative functions of their media center management.

Standardization of microcomputers will make it easier for dis-

tricts where a a central staff provides programming support, repair

equipment, and software development and acquisition. Regional

centers that wish to circulate microcomputer'software prefer the

schools to have standardized equipment or will be forced to adapt

existing software or purchase "overlapping" programs to meet the

diversity of equipment. (Regional and district centers are

incorporating the repair of microComputers into their services and

treating them as "just another piece of instructional equipment.,")'

Little software exists for use with microcomputers for media

center management: Students and self-taught library media
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- specialists are often the programmers for locally developed computer

software.

Some media specialists have found that the utilization of

technology has resulted in actual budget savings which can be

documented. Time sayings provide opportunities for media specialists

to assume more curriculum involvement; however, helping both media

specialist and teacher to recognize the full potential will require

inservice training.

.Computer literacy in 'schools varies. Many.students, teachers,
11

administrators, and media specialists are quite sophisticated and

others have never sat down in front of a computer terminal. While

not 'all sChool li,brarxmedia specialists are eager to try a new

teChnology,,their resistance should be overcome. Personal resistance

coupledwithadministrative .reluctance may effectively keep new

technoIogieS froni the-management of media centers.

Using new technologies is an exciting prospect to many library

media specialists. These interested media professionals are learning

computer programming by teaching themselves or by taking courses.

Others have been made aware of uses of technology through their

membership and attendance in professional associations.

Many technologies of possible use to school library media

'specialists are not available to them because of their lack of

awareness of the potential-and because of a lack of encouragement

from administrators to test these technologies. This is evident when

the only reason a microcomputer is placed in the media center is that

this is the only location in a building where the computer can be

shared by teachers. .It is viewed only as a classroom aid and not as

having any media center management use. Most technologies require an
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. initial investment which is quite high and most,school library media

)

specialists have difficulty justifying these expenditures. If the

obstacles are to be overcome, administrators in school districts must

be 'convinced of the loenefies to be derived.

TECHNICAL SERVICESI

Schools continue to use both mainframe and shared cataloging for

technical set-aces functions, but joining a network and using a

bibliographic data base for shared cataloging appears to remain in

the embryo stage. While some schools are members of networks and

have access to OCLC, this form of new technology does not have

widetpread use. The apparent" high 'cost of u,aing this data base, is a

serious detriment to any but the largest school systems unless state

support is provided or administrators and media specialists recognize

the overall value of suCh a system. Those using OCLC have found that

the system is now proiiiding..40-50 peZcent of audioviSual cataloging -

1.1

requests. The use of an OCLC terminal to create a union list for

'or

potential networking of materials may be a methpd. to "test" the

potential of shared cataloging:

Use of automation in cataloging and processing appears to be Cost

effective;_however, actual cost comparisons of the various methods of

acquisitions and prOcessing have not, been made xecently. Several

locally developed automated cataloging and processing systems have

been quite successful and provide a number of services not available

from on-line syrms:

Districts not tiedjnto OCLC often subscribe to commercial

sources of MARC infoxmation. The use of these standard records such

as OCLC and MARCfiche should make any transfer of records and the

generation of union lists easier than if each district did original

cataloging.
33
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Those districts which have access to a,mainframe computer and

have written their own cataloging and acquisition systems locally

appear to be pleased with the.nroducts of their programs. Media

1

specialists and media supervisure are expanding these basic

cataloging systems by generating book or microfiche catalogs of the

hOldingi of the central media center, particularly the professional

library bollectibn, and special collections in schools.

Several districts have develOped some very useful spin-offs of a

computer cataloging system. These new applications include

a. generation of buying or acquisitions lists

b. recataloging materialt when schools close

c. evaluation of collection strengths and weaknesses

generation'of bibliographies

e. facilitation of interlibrary loan both intraand inter
district

f. key word indexes to collections.

Without the purchase of peripheral equipment such as hard disk

storage or CPM systems,.microcomputers do not yet have the storage

capacity to handle technical services or online card catalogs needed

by mostischool library media'centers. Some school districts are

, beginning to purchase microcomputer systems with large storage disks,

and this may be the wave of the future.

Thepise of a word processor tO produce catalog cards is also

available to some schools. Although this method speeds up the

production of catalog cards, it does not produce an automated data

base of the complete holdings that can be queried.

Automked typewriters as well as word processors are in use and.'

are contributing to card catalog production and facilitating original
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cataloging. They dPpear to be an excellent resource for technical

services.

Five school districts are presently subscribing to Baker and

Taylor's BATAB adquisition system, and another five school distrie

are presently subscribing tO the'BroDart system. Two school systems;

MontgOMery County,(MD) and Jefferson County (KY) subscribe to Mini-

Marc. .BAliance primarily on the automated systems,of jobbers to

provide cataloging will comtinue until school district computers can

interconnect to jobbers or other data bases for less expensive

cataloging,

CONCLUSIONS: Most districts are using preprocessing from jobbers

(which is automated, but not within the school district). Same,

,districts are using OCLC and,are very happy with this system while
c

0°Y
others have created "home-made" systems wh,kh are tailored to theik

own needs. The use of micros and worCprocessors to automate certain
0

technical'prOcessing appears to be a definite trend. The adaptation

of commercial microcomputer software such as the DB Master or OSI may

be useful for partial assistance for technical services.

Computer generated union lists and union catalogs appear to be a*

trend. Such lists in the form of book catalogs or microfiche will

provide less expensive access for sharing and will make interlibrary

iloan a possibility among systems which tannot afford to join a

computerized network.

Cataloging of selected segments of a collection raNer than the

total collection appears to besuccessful on a microcomputer.

Several commercially available data handling programs such as DB

Master; Visifile;and OSI seem to have the potential of handling

these segments such as inventory control, cataloging and labels for a.

4
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, paperback cellettion, and the generation of an "expensive-media"

catalog.

Microcomputers are being used to establish the readibility level

of, 'materials to be used in the media center and the school. Micro-

(

Computers are being used.to generate "speciality" computerized
.

catalogs.for 16mm films and other audiovisual media catilogd. As

long,as large,7o1ume storage for microcomyuters continues to be ex-

pensive, proliferation of such speciality lists rather than total

collections may continue. Using the microcomputer to list reserve_

collections, control of serials, and subject collection segments

(e.g., Civil War or building trades) to meet local needs may help td

Control and share resources before indexing entire'collections.

Library media specialists are experimenting in these areas.

SCHEDULING:

Many districts have found computers to:be dost effective in

scheduling media, equipment or segments of a collection. The use of

mainframe or a microcomputer to sdhedule films from a district,

regional, or state.film library it common. Local programMers have

developed most software for microcomputer systems for scheduling.

While major'film collections are on mainframes, ,ne school district

is-pilot ,testing the Corvus disk on an Apple with software produced

by a commercial firm, kesearch Technology, Incorporated (RTI).

CONCLUSIONS: A riumber-of'districts use mainframe computers and

their own software 6 book films. Experimentation in booking with

microcomputers is in its"infancy, but it is likely to develop very

rapidly. A "dedicated" computer available at all times is usually

preferable to many of the time-sharing or batch systems on larger

machines with other district responsibilities such as payroll% Also,
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statistics generated ..:7-sra result are often helpful in reporting use

of materials and equipment to administratori.

CIRCULATION:

Some of the larger acaddmic and public libraries have-automated

circulation systeis, but very few schools have done so. While

methods of maintaining circulation statistics are developing rapidly

as microcomputers and word processors are acquired, most applications

are limited to overdues. The storage capacity of the microcomputer

and the word processor is not large enough to carry the number of

'records which would be necessary to handle a complele circulation

system without adding expensive perigheral storage. Usually, first

notices, followup notices, and even letters or postcards to be sent

home are generated by microcomputer systems. Microcomputers can save .

90 percent of the clerical time in the generation of overdues. When.,

schools are faced with the loss.of clerical help; such a savings in:

time:maY be critical. Many media specialists are computerizing

overdues with both locally developed and adapted commercial'software.

for their microcomputers.

CONCLUSIONS: Comprehensive circulation systems are-very ex

pensive ind very few schools are able to afford these commercial

systems. The use of a microcomputer to handle parts of"the

circulation process appears to be cost effective when implemented.

Microcomputers are capable of handling the numbers of overdues

generated by most school media centers.

SECURITY SYSTEMS:

Automated security systems are being used in some high schools,

but not in middle/junior high or elementary school library media

centers. While the loss rate reduction can be documented and held at
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. a low level over a period, of time, the high initial costis still a

factor in the installation of systems' No research studies have

analyzed the public zelations factor,-yet, security systems do not

appear to be a detriment to use of the media center, and, in fact,

may encourage use since needed materials can be located a greater

percentage of the time. In one school district two secnrity methods

have been used: an automated security system in place in one high

school And the use of inservice with students substituted for the

'electronic "search"in the other. In both schools, the redults have

been the same so that there is very little loss.

CONCLUSIONS: Automatic detection equipment is in place in ma y

places where loss,rateshave been'high. Continued use is very

probable since savings can be documented. However, schools unable'to

make the initial investment may'be able to use inservice with

teachers and.studentaxather than technology tit. reduce losses, and

this might be an adequate solution to high loss rates..

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL:

The development of a card Catalog pn a microcomputer using .

software such as Computer CAT represent,the beginning of a trend.

This particular program isthe first reported "stand-alone" on7-line

computer catalog for a school and the trend toward automated catalog

data is likely to continue.

Access to dial=up information systems seems to be quite commOn

from districts through the state network or the State Department of

EduCation. Maryland is a good example of an effective use of data

bases especially when teachers have been given carefu,1 inservice

traihing to match the access. ERIC is the most common data base

available, and the use of other systems may require a fee for the.

service.
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Interlibrary loan systems are available to schools. If schools

are not already a part of compUterieed networks, the first step seems

to be the creation of a union list of Materials. This can be done

thrOugh the-use,of an OCLC terminal and the creation of union lists

on microfiche. The local mainframe can also-create.union lists

similar to the-microfiche listing pf alI holdings in Pinellas County,

Florida which is available in all schools in ttlat district.

The addition Of the professional library titles from four large

county collections in Maryland to the state's database, MICROCAT,

'

allows any Maryland district collection tO be accessed and places the

county system in the position of being a lender rather than a

borrower. Access to collections tfirough microfiche listings of the

holdings appears to be a trend.

The use of microcomputers for electronic mail_end for reference

q eries is heginning. However, the telephone remains the most

popular technology for interlibrary loan.

Telec nferencing may continue to be a problem since some school

districts re served by more than one telephone company.

CONCLUSIONS: Access tO data bases for information retrieval is

very common and, is usually available through district or state

networks. 'It seems to be very successful when accompanied by

inservice training for users.

.t

The fact that the smallest school district in the survey con-

sidered itself a lender rather than a borrower may help prove to some
o,

skeptics that size is not necessarily an indicator of the potential

contribution of a school district to a network. Certainly the mem-

bership of any school or district in a computerized library network
-

greatly enhances the potential for interlibrary loan.

4 4
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BUDGETING AND STAFFING:

These two have been placed together because of the lack of 1.1.-

formation, available. While some school library media genter budgets

are maintained as part of the acquisition of materials and equipment

process, most budgets and staff records which are available on a dis
,

trict's mainframe or may be generated for a district through a state
v

computer center, are general rather than specific to media centei

operations. The amount of detail generated with the budget appears

to be in a direct proportion to the size of the budget. Since school

media centers are not the most heavily funded.areas of the school

program they may often be "ilalf a page" in the printout. Even when

some types of, budget information are generated for library media

specialists, most prefer to keep manual inhouse -records. Some

respondents considered that the amount of programming necessary to

produce detailed library media center records would dot be cost

pcountable.

Staff records are usually made up of general information such as

salary or days available for sick leave. Staff evaluations are not

maintained on a computer.

CONCLUSIONS: There is little use of advanced.technology in the

maintenance of budgets or staff records.

OTHERFUNCTIONS:

Communication between school media specialists and other membert

of the school community can be greatly enhanced by the use of

technology. One communication device is cable television.

Some sChool districts are beginning to plan to share data with

cable systems, and others have begun,.but the use is not widesiiread.

Library media specialists are.involved in the programming and the
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provision of necessary equipment rattler than using this technology to

respOnd to reference questiond'or to provide videotext transmission.

Some schools have made use of cable to cut down on transportation

and travel between buildings. By use of cable television, the

superintendent reports to the teachers in their buildings rather than

bringing teachers to a central location. Some schools use cable

television to provide educational programs for groups of rural

students in their buildings rather than transporting the students to

a central location.

One unique use of cable was reported. This was the use of this

technology to preview of materials. While not.e trend, the potential

is great. It seems appropriate,to report this use of technology.

Calile television for preview coula decrease clerical time in sched-

uling preview among buildings, or travel costs and time in bringing

.teachers and meaia specialists to a central location. Another less

well defined savings would be in the possible loss or damage to the

material. Such ease of preview might also encourage more effectii.re

analysis of the potential for educational audiovisual media.

Satellite transmission, though used very little by school

districts or states in the survey has much potential.

CONCLUSIONS:

The role of eable television in the administrative functions of

the school library media center has not been fully developed. While

its potential is apparent, development is slow because districts can-

not provide cable for all buildings. Districts have no access to

cable or dikricts may have access to two or more cable companies.

Satellite technology is a very recent; however, this technology

may be able to provide transmission to those schools within a

district which are not able to receive cable.
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ENCOURAGING THE USE OF TECHNOLOGY IN SCHOOL MEDIA CENTERS:

If resistance to new technologies in sc%lol media centers is to

be overcome,,effective methods must be planned. State department

personnel were asked the methods they were using to encourage the use

of technology in school media centers. Their responses are shown

below:

1. Working through and with state media associations with
a. presentations at conferences by state department staff, and
b. jointly sponsored workshops

2. Meeting with district media directors to discuss technology.

3. Sponsoring Workshops for district media specialists within the
department and in school districts.

4. Encouragement in the choice of purchase of specific types of
technalogy with state and federal allocatIons.

State level funding of communications lines to state-funded
computer centers which are offered at no cost o districts except
for time sharing and the digtrict's provision of equipMent
locally.

6. ProVision of guidelines for the selection ef microcomputer
software.

7. Provision of preview center for microcomputer Lloftware.

8. Publication of a newsletter listing professional opportunities
for media specialists or information concerning particular types
of technology.

9. Discussions during visits to schools.

Using teChnology to accomplish many of the clerical functions in

the 'school library media center can provide new opportunities for

managers of media programs. Technology can expand or replace

inadequate manual systems. The potential of saving human time,

sharing resources, and"creating,totallynel., 6ervices should be the

first priority of the new technological applications. Recommen-

dations based upon the trends identified follow.

4
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RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING FUTURE PLANNING
FOR THE USE OF TECHNOLOGY IN
ADMINISTERING SCHOOL LIBRARY

MEDIA CENTERS

From a careful analysis of the trends which were.reported as a

part of this study, the following recommendations for future planning

for the use of technhogy in administering school library media

centers and programs are:

GENERAL

1. It is-recommended that information concerning the use of tech-

nology in school library media centers, both successes and

failures be widely disseminated to school administrators and

school liiirary media personnel.

,2. It is recommended that journal editors and conference planner&

identify innovative users of technology for school library media

c- programs who can communicate the long-term benefits to educa=

tors.

3. It is recommended that school perOnnel'examine the uses being

made of commercial microcomputer SOftware depigned for.small,

businesses for its potential use"in school library media admin-

istration,

4. It is recommended that the various uses oftechnology in admin-

istering school'library media programs be considered for their

potential in relieving,professional staff of clerical dui'les,

allowing them'more time to work with students and teachers.

5. It is recommended that.school library media specialists:

become aware of the potential of technology and be willing

to test methods over time to confirm or deny the degree of

success and cost benefits.
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becomelmowled.;eable abuut computer technology.

be capable.of.ma.:aging the new technologies, including the

ability to see their potential, to administrators, school

library media.specialists, teachers and the school community.

be willing to accept the responsibility for the selection of

appropriate hardware and software, organization and retrieval

of pt:ograms, and maintenance of computer hardware.

be willing to plan and implement programs designed to develop
4

computer literacy for both students and teachers.

be willing to develop or assist in the development of.appio-

priate computer programming or software.

6. It.is recommended thaL St1.-e education agency Tersonnel assume

responsibility,for enCcura;ing the placement.of new technologies

in school library media centers and for encouraging the

expenditure of funds for this"purpose.

7. It is recommended that research.be conducted prior to and after

the adoptionof technological systems to document the extent of

success or failure and the actual savings in time or money.

TECHNICAL SERVICES'

8. It is recommended that an indepth analysis be made of the rela-.

tive cost of, processing materials using such methods as:

OCLC
11

Commercial vendors 4

A district managed compUter system

Traditional manuel cataloging

Word processors

9. It is recommended that schools or districts begin to automate

their catalogs by indexing parts of the collection, e.g., audio-

visual materials.
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lb. It is recommended that clearinghouses be established to facilitate

eXchange of microfiale reCOrds of holdings of libraries in school

districts not participating in online retrieval systems.

11. It is recommended that a list and description of "spinoffs" from
.

districts usingocomputers to catalog materials be published to

,. help other schooldibrary media specialists make more effective

use of,data bases.

12. It is recommended that a computer programmer IMITtion be assigned

to district library media centers to assist in the development
406

and use of software to meet needs relating to technical services.

SCHEDULING

13. It is recommended that microcomputers be tested as ap effective

aid to scheduling software and hardware.

CIRCULATION

14. It is recommended that micrcomputers be,used to generate over

due notices as an initial management function.

SECURITY SYSTEMS

15. It is recommended that districts investigate (1) the actual sav

ings in book and other material loss as compared to the cost of

the security equipment, (2) patrons' feelings toward these

systems, and (3) the possible use of inservice with students and

teachers to reduce losses.

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

16. It is recommended that "standalone" online computer catalogs be

investigated as one possible substitute for traditional card

catalogs.

17. It is recommended that more information be collected on the use

of data bases for bibliographic and information retrieval in

school districts and States to determine:
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a. Waich bibliographic data bases are most cost effective?

b. Which data bases are needed and used by teachers and/or

students and for what purposes?

c. What tpeles Of students use data bases?

d. Does inservice training coribute to the effective use of

data bases?
,

e. Should users bear a portion of the costa of more expensive

, data bases? .

18. It is iecommended that administrators encourage the participation

of school districts in resource sharing among schools within a

district, among schools in other districts, and among other

information agencias.

BUDGETIIN,

20. It f_s recommended that school library media specialists explore

the potential uses'of.,coMputers for budgetary control.

OTHER FUNCTIONS

21. It 1 recommended that new and innovative uses of cable trans-

mission be reported in the literature when suCh information

becomes available. 4

22. It is recommended that satellite transmission be considered when

.cable links are not possible to provide equal services to all

schools.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR STATE EDUCATION AGENCY PERSONNEL AND PROFESSIONAL
ASSOCIATIONS

23. It is recommended that the model for cooperation between the

FloridaState Department of Educatioand the Florida Association

fOr Media Education be utilized by those who wish to increase the

potential utilization of technologx in school library media

centers.
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Creative school library media specialists and supervisors of

media programs have been very imaginative in developing methods to

use technogy to its fullest potential. In some cases, they have

exploited the technology and accomplished Tore than the equipment or

the iof+are was originally designed to accomplish. The desire, the

ability, and the accomplishments of those persons have'allowed school

library media centers to enter the field of high technology.

The use of technology can provide school library media special-
,-

ists time to assume a more active part in curriculum development.

Technology may indeed be the best means to allow school library media

speicalists time to help teachers teach and students learn. The

challenge is there for all.
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, CASE STUDIES

Personnel in nine state departments of educationine local

district or regional Centers, and one university center serving local

schools were interviewed to determine the current Use of technology,

4

the kinds of technologies, and the methods of use. State department

of education personnel discussed various activities which were on-

going within their states before the nine local sites were selected.

Technologies to be sUrveyed were chhsen after a review_of the

literature and discussion with team members and project monitors.

Technologies distussed included 1) computers of all types, 2)

terminals (OCLC, etc.), 3) telephohe/teleconferencing/teletype, 4)

memory typewriters, 5) word processors,'6) videotext, 7) microforms,

8) satellites or cable transmission, and 9) reprographics such as

.copiers and ditto. Ag previously pointed.Out, the ten.ad%inistrative

categories were: technical services including shared cataloging and

acquisition; scheduling of films and equipment or equipment main-

/
tenance; circulation; interlibrary loan; information retrieval (data

bases); security systems; budgeting; other clerical functions; and

staffing.

In querying the state department of education personnel, the

following questions were asked:

1. What technologies are currently being used in your state?

2. How are they being funded (soft versds hard money?)

3. What cooperation exists in a'technological mode between
schools and public libraries?

4. 4How is your agency encouraging schools to use new technologies
'from the state level?

5. What .are the trends in the use of technology to advance school
library media programs?
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When the school distri,ct or tegional level persons were called,

they'werb asked the following qu:Is'tions:

1. What technolbgies are you currently using?

2. What caused you to start to use this/these technologies?

3. Do you consider your advances in technology a pioneer oper-
ation in your area?

4. How has the use of technology improved services to patrons?

5. Is the use of technology contributing'to the streamlining of,
your operations? Do you have actual evidence of its provid-
ing more time to devote to programs?

6. Ohat are the major problems-ith adapting and adopting a new
technology?

7. What.do you see as the future of technology in the media
center?

For each case study reported, a chart ie shown illustrating the

use of technology throughout the state and the specific types in use

in a particular school district or tegional center.

ALABAMA

Theimportance of,the use of technology in education was recog-

nized early by educators in Alabama. It was the first'state equipped

to use television as a part of its instructional program and today

has nine stations beaming from sunrise until midnight. Seven studios

give technical assistance to schools by providing a Aubbing service

for tapes to the 80 per cent of the schools having plaKalck capabil-.

ity. Between 30 and 35 per cent have production capability, and five

districts are responsible for free channels within thelr cable

sygtems.

Alabama operates its 1,366 public schools through 127 local

school districts. Of these schools, 1,268 have centralized libipry

media centers. Although, the general use of technology for the
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management of school library media programs may not appear to be as

advanced in this state as in some other states, one aspect of tech-

nological use, the word processor,. has been heavily used. it the

State level, a Learning Resource Center is maintained with special

collecti9ns. of films and a large 'number of instructional kits for

7

migrant education, special education and drug abuse programs, among

others. Inventories of these materials are maintained, instructional

catalogs are developed and scheduling is carried out by means of a

word processor. The State.Education Agency is participating in

Project BEST and using electronic mail to st* and disseminate in-

formation.

The largest portion of funds expended for education in Alabama,

65.7 per cent, comes from ehe State, with 19.5 per cent coming from

local support and only 14.8 pei cent from Federal funds. For.this

reason, State Department of Education personnel have not been in a

position to encourage extensive use of innovative technologies:

Purcha e of equipment is.a local 4tion, and any new technology that

Is fuded is done so most often from hard money. Some Federal

Programs such as WA Title IV-B and IV-C have made funds available

. to districts to explore the possibilities of technology'. Micro-

computers which were purchased from Title IVB were used in math and

computer science rather than by library media personnel. However,

approximateiy fifteen schools have federally purchased mictcomputers

which are located,in the library media centers.

No schools have security systems. StIff in one school district

.investigated the possibility of using Title IVB for a security

sjrstem, but dropped the idea when they found out this was not ad

eligible expenditure of the funds.
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Very .few school systems have their technical 'services on com-

puters; however, a consortium of libraries exists in Northern Ala-

bama. Eight school districts Eind the Alabama Public Library Service

were involved in this consortium which uses a computerized catalOging

system similar to OCLC.

Another ten system conaortium with Auburn University shares

audiovisual resources. The scheduling of materials, maintaining of

inventory, and printing of catalogs are all done on a word pro-

cessor. The Director,of the Learning Resources Center has created

some exciting uses of fifteen word processing terminals, eight micro-

computers,.and a minicomputer. The week before the interview,.-a

Personal computer had been added to this collection. There are also

two mainframes thai are available to the center.

The system was put in place with little thought of'developing a

.network because Alabama, being a poorer state, does not have the

funds to purchase the necessary equipment to'interconnect the com-

ponents of a network, al.though the network coneept is being studied

by the state. Programs developed at Auburn were planned for

applications which would be useable in schools with stand alone

capability or a single terminal.

Original cataloging is done for the Learning Resources Center by

the cataloger who inputs information onto the word processor which,

in turn, generates the necessary cards for the material. Presently

they are planning to connect a "DIALOG-type" service by entering all

the items in the Learning Resource Center collection. Users will

then be able to call up materials on a specific subject for a

.particular grade level and so forth. Once these materials have been

entered, a sub-routine will place the materials on reserve and
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another sub-routine is planned to handle circulation. It is expected

that this system will be in place in the coming year.

At present, students handle their own circulation of materials by

typing their names, addresses, and the code numbers of each piece of

material they wi'sh to check out onto a word processor. The word

processor.stores this information, tabulates the numbers of materials

in circulation, erases the borrower's name when the material is

returned, and activates an address label for overdues. This present

system will handle up to 800 circulations per day.

Ten sEhool systems formed a consortium, pooled a percentage of

their Title IV-B funds and were awarded an additional IV-C project.

Approximately $600,000 in materiels were purchased. .Thtse are

circulated from this Learning Resources Center with a word processor.

The unique part of the ten school systems in Alabama's ESEA,

Title IVB project for the past three years was their participation,

using a portion of their allocations, in this cohsortium program

designed to increase the usage of media in the classroom. This gcal

was accomplished by:

1. Establishing and circulating learning materials for use in theschools upon request to the ten systems involved.

2. Involving K-L2 classroom teachers, media specialists, and'supervisors from the systems in the preview and selection ofthe materials to be put in the collection. (At least one
teacher, media specialist, or supervisor from each school
system participated in the selection.)

3. Computing the base-line data that reflected the cost per
usage of materials used in the classrooms.

ConductIng staff development sessions with supervisors;
teachers, and library media specialists as requested.

5. Preparing guidelines and a model for developing multipleschool system media services.



One of the major pre,blems in increasing the use of technology in

school libraryinedia centers in local schools.A.s money. School

library media specialists must convince someone to purchase the

necessary equipment.

A second major problem is the people problem. Mathematicians, in

the beginning, tried to convince other educatorg that only the math

department was capable of handling the computer. The word processer

was cfiesen for the center at Aubutn because it did not.appear to

scare people as much as computers. A user pushes one button, the

word processor,completes its command and stops.

The third major problem is software. Unless a school library

media center has a programmer on its staff, software is severely

limited to what is commercially available. That is not to say that

media specialists should learn to program, Their first obligation is

to,know how to choose hardware atd softwarei however, prOgramming

capability will be an important asset*for school media center

opefations in the future.

Several other uses of technologies demonstrated at Auburn have

applications for schools-if pot specifically for most media centers.

For those school library media specialists with responsibility for

the printing operation in their districts, the,local management
47

systet for the University Print Shop atsAuburn is being put on the

word processor. The word processor schedules all jobs, handles
0

inventory control as supplies are used, reorders needed materials,

and automatically bills departments.

The Director of the Learning Resources Center does not anticpate

any major changes in the immediate future. "One of the reasons we

haven't got more into computers, if you get the riglit word processor

you can do almost anything you want to on kt»:
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COLORADO

Colorado has 1,422 public and nonpublic elementary and secon-

dary schools in 181 operating districts plus 17 Boards of Cooperative

Education Services (BOCES). These agenctls use a wide variety of

educational technology in instruction and to a lesser degree in

school library media management. A number of school library media

. centers use computer technology in shared cataloging; four or five

districts and several larger BOCES use OCLC. Three western library

systems which include school members operate a processing center on

OCLC. This center began as an LSCA project..

Colorado schools use computer technology more frequently for

student or teacher scheduling:rather than for equipment management or

film distribution: The larger systems with main frame capability

include some library operations such as maintaining the school dis-

trict library budget. For school slistricts unable to afford a

mainframe for their administrative use, the Colorado Department of

Education's School Finance Unit has encouraged them to consider a

microsystem for management. One company has been demonstrating their

product, Apple-Bud, to smaller school districts who are unable to

afford a mainframe. For many schools using microcomputers in their

computer literacy program, this would mean only adding to their

present systems. Circulation and the card catalog for one school is

on a microcomputer.

The Regional Service Systems' do all of the interlibrary loans.

An electronic terminal network connects the system headquarters with

the two major resource centers, the Denver Public Library and.the

University of Colorado at Boulder. They are ilso connected with

Bibliographic Center for Research (BCR) for more elaborate searches.
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Daily messages go to the Denver Public for films, and other materials,

are requested from Denver, Boulder or BCR. Other infOrmation

retrieval is done through the academic libraries when requested with

searches of data bases paid for by the persbn or agency requesting

the search. The University of Colorado runs a large educational

media service including a microlab to produce microforms on a cost

plus basis. This school has a very active interlibrary loan program

and made net loans of, 1,200 items to schools the previous semester.
(1

A wide variety of other technologies used by schools include

teletypes (although the equipment is antique and is used more often

as a terminal or interlink), electronic terminals for interlibrary

loan, cable television, and microlabs.

Cable television is available to schools in Colorado. The Denver

Public Schools do programming ovr Cable Channel 6i This is

presently for instructional support and not for information retrieval.

A major problem inherent in initiating and/or expanding tech-

nology in the management of school library media centers is the

availability of funds. The disparity in funding between districts is

common. "Small rural schools have very limited funds to purchase

advanced technology for their media centers. The cuts in federal

funds which will deprive school personnel of discretionary funds"

should make competition for local funds very difficult for all school

districts and thus retard"implementation of technologies even further.

Adams County, Colorado, School District #12, a runner-up in last

year"s Encyclopedia Britannica competition for the School Media

Program of the Year Award, uses OCLC for shared cataloging through

BCR. The district is able to secure cataloging records for about 40

percent of its audiovisual materials.



goi

Films are scheduled on an inhouse micro with a newly developed

program which is being pil6p.ed there and in Connecticut for Research

Technoloey Incorporated (RTI). RTI is doing all the programming. It

is the first time this company has tried scheduling on anything

smaller than a mini. A commercial microcomputer with a 10 megabite

Corvus hard disk will allow scheduling with a yw round calendar, or

at least for 250 days in 'advance. Four functions of this system are

advance scheduling, data base maintenance, traditional reports

concerning scheduling, and information concerning the role of

materials in outcomebased education.

This school district has a complete set of instructional

objdctives for each curriculum area. The microcomputer system will

permit the correlation of individual films to specific inStructional

objectives. The first subject area to be correlated is math, and the

math films are .currently being keyed.

One high school with 2,000 students has written a Title IVC

proposal in cooperation with BCR to develop an online union catalog

for the entire district which will be piloted at this .high school.

Interlibrary loan through OCLC has broken, to some extent, the

reluctance to becoming involved in interlibrary loan and networking.

In this district the gifted and talented programs needed materials in

exceds of what was available locajly and used the district's OCLC

interlibrary loan capabilities. This use also tended to break down

barriers to using interlibrary loan programs. As mentioned above,

access to increased locations for interlibrary loan has been a very

positive factor in making this service successful. It has opened up

the door to research throughout the United States agd has streamlined

operations. This district has created an excellent chart which
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explains the interlibrary loan potential by locations. A copy of

this chart may be found in.Appendix C.

The school district has arranged, through an independent research

consultant, for data base services.. The Supervisor of Media Services

recently attended a Bibliographic Research Services (BRS) workshop at

BCR to see if the present arrangement is still viable for access in

the distri,ct or if a change should be made.

One of the two high schools in the district has installed a

security system while the other has combatted the problem with a

program for students in attitudinal change. Each school is satisfied

with the results of its approach.

All word processing equipment is at the adMinistration building

with the media center not having a high priority for using it. The

central media center does own its own IBM mag card typewriter.

Since the district has adopted zero-based budgeting, programs,

including the media program, are required to be cost accountable.

The district started with a basic accounting program with limited

space allocated to sub codes, Some sub-headings are presently used

to provide the amounts of money spent on periodicals, reference

materials, other print and nonprint materials, and supplies. Needed,

by not available presently, is the analysis of staff time by

"A

'functions.

cable television offers much potential for data transmission.

Currently three of the five municipalities in the school districts

have awarded contracts for cable televisiOn and are working on inter-

connects. Cable has the potential to revolutionize delivery of

instruction in terms of distribution of material. With outcome-based

education, a new term for competency4ased education, instructional
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objectives are written which all students are expected to achieve

Within varying time elements. Basic resourcesare tied to these

objectives and the delivery of the material will, in all probability,

be on cable; in the case of twenty elementary teachers needing the

same material, either more materials must be purchased or the VI.'

information could be transmitted over cable on a given time schedule.

Cable will also be a conduit for the distribution of instruc-

tional programs such as the Plato Project which is a form of data

transmission. Instead of usinga
telecommunications line, a

compatible system throughout the entire district could serve schools

in the five cities with the cable being the conduit.

Interfacing the different types of technologies provides

addttional potential uses. The interfacing of' the videocassette or

the videodisc to the microcomputer has already been demonstrated.

Thka will provide very specific access to'materials to meet

instructiOnal objectives.

Technology has improved services in this school district. Whrie

elementary school media processing had been done in the past, joining

BCR and using OCLC has freed secondary school media, specialists from

cataloging responsibilities and has "allowed them to get out in front

I

and work with teachers and students." This required

/
real role

change for these professionals and required inserv ce to inVolve them

more directly in the instructional process. "Technology usually does
what it is supposed to do. The human adjustment'element is the

primary problem."

A DB Master program on an Apple II Plus generates bibliographies
of the professional collection which, prior to this had not been
heavily used. Bibliographies are handily revised and information on
the collection is easily kept current.
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Shared cataloging with OCLC was implemented in November, 1978.

For the first 18 months it was not functInning up to expectat:on. It

took that long to be comfortable with the system. 'The turnabout time

during the three-year period has dropped 85 percent. At one time,

with the manual system, turnabout time was three months. It is

, currently down to 10 working days.° Processing has been expanded by

59 percent in volume, and it has provided for some staff reduction

through natural( attrition.

Savings have occurred with shared cataloging. The first year, it

cost 20 percent more to go onto OCLC than it wpuld have to hire Lhe

staff necessary to handle the additional work created by adding the

high schools. The second year it cost 19 percent-less and the tnird

year it has resulted in a 41 percept savings. Had the former system'

remained, the increases, in salary,,cost of living and fringe benefits .

for- staff would have been,critical. The' district has been able to

pay the increased communications costs and still spend less than to

pay increased salaries. Thus, the.increase)in technology is less

than the increase in personnel costs. This has also permitted the

utilization ofremaining staff in' very different ways.

OCLC has allowed the Media Services cataloger o expand her

professional role. Since the cataloger does not operate the OCLC

terminal, this person now functions more as an information retrieval

specialist. She is presently doing the system's interlibrary loan

and will do the data base searching if a change occurs from using the

present consultant.

4

One major problem is the human element in overcoming the threat

of technology Another major problem was the organizational

element. Often the money needed is- available, but in the wrong
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category. That is, funds are available in salaries when they should

be in capital outlay.

A third major prolllem is of a financial nature. .Media speCial-

ists must have start-up money to activate a program before any

saving-tan be generated which may loe "down the road." Media

,professionals have'enjoyed a certain dependence on Federal money in

the pa'st Which is no longer as available.
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FLORIDA

At least one-half of the 67 school districts in Florida have

central processing centers, and a few are using computers for cats-
..

loging. One large system, Pinellas County, maintains its acquisition

system tin a mainframe and has created a data base for the holdies of

all the library media centers in the district. 'Each' school receives

a microftehe copy of the holdings. In addition, through the compu-

terited acquisition system both budgel\printouts and order status

reports are.available for all media centers.

No schools in Florida use OCLC and none belong to SOLINET. OCLC

costs via SOLINET are very expensive, and apparently SOLINET is not

actively encouraging sch.øl participation. One school is in the

process of obtaining MiniMARC for its 'cataloging.

. All large districts schedule films through the district mainframe

computers. Sarasoea CoUnty has cpmputer terminals in every school

and personnel book films directly from their own terminal. Pinellas.

and Orange Counties provide teachers with microfiche film catalogs---

,made possible through the computerized film holdi gs.

Some,county media specialists use computers to schedule equipment

use, maintain a parts inventory, and to record equipment

maintenance. Most districts keep equipment inventory records on

computers because the state requires that a central office inventory

be maintained of all equipment which, costs over $100. All districts

without computerized equipment inventories are dev,eloping them.

No schoOls are currently using computerized circulation systems;

however, many are beginning tO.use microcomputers to generate

overdues and keep utilization statistics. In some'cases students in

the math labs are writing the programs for these microcomputers.
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Interlibrary loan activity is generally accomplished through

traditional method.. School personnel are encouraged to use the

Florida Library Information Network (FLIN), part of the State

Library, but it may be accessed only through a public library. The

use of FLIJI is uneven.

Data bagle utilization in school districts is limited to ERIC;

however, at the state level, the Public School Resource Center

provides access to several other data bases.

Many schools have security systems and the State Department of

Education is encouraging inclusion of them in tfie design criteria for

All new high school buildings. State safety officials object to the,

requirement because the systems may be in violation of state laws

concerning egress by the landicapped; however, this objection may

soon be corrected.

At-the district level, budget.information ie-on computer

printouts provided through district management information systems.

Some local schools alsich..ve budget information on their building

microcomputers.

Computeis are under the jurisdiction of the Office of Educational

Technology which-is directly under the Commissioner of Education.
a

*

This office has contracted.with the4University of South Florida to

establish the Florida Instructional Computing Resource Center which

willoevaldte and review both hardware and software and will set up a

software clearinghouse.

Staffing inforpcion is available through the dara management

systems in many districts. All media center statistics such as those

dealing with holdings, expenditures and staffing are included in the

records held by i'he State Management Information Services. This
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information is transferred from soMe-districts to the State

tepartMent of.Education'via the computer.

Equipment which provides for automatic duplication of information

is more likely to be available in a central school district office

rather than a school. Memory typewriters and word processors are

available in many school districts are also located in central school

district offices. In some schools, word processors are a part of the

microcomputers in the school media programs. Printing re a

part of the respon- sibility of ihe media specialist in some

districts.

Sthool districts make extensive use of cable television for

instructionalpurposes. /n one district, each teaching station has
OM,

access to instructional television. Micro-dish relay of the

television signal is used to reach a wider area.,

Most technology for school Media center manageMent is purchased

through "hard" money accountS. Microcomputers purchased through ESEA

*Title IV-B have been used for instructional rather than management

purposes.
`.1

Cooperation between the public libraries and school library media

centers in a technological mode is virtually non-existant. Any

cooperative arrangements are very informal.

The State Department of Education encourages the utilization of

technology in the management of school library media centers through

the state media association, Florida Association for Media in

Education (FAME). State Department of Education staff members have

provided workshops at state conferencis owthe administrative

applications of microcomputers, programming languages, andcomputer

literacy. FAME, the School Library/ Media Services unit of th State
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Department of Education, and the Office of Educational Technology are

working on plans for a statewide conference on instructional

computing which was, held in Tallahassee in early February, 1982.
M

meeting was held'with qtate superviscirs to discuss future

technologies and a series of workshops are being planned foiVthe fall

of 1982.

Cooper City High School has a student population of approximately

1900 studen/s and a library media staff of t ee professionals and

two paraprofessionals. ComKterized pur asing and processing is

done at the district level,. Interl irary loan is limited and is done

on a onetoone basis. A union/list of serials exists.

Film scheduling iscoyijuterized through the county's Learning

Reso(rces Department .Current procedures require a written form

sukditted frOm the school for each film request, but plans are

underway to e the minicomputers in the high schools to the

rnainame for direct booking.

////A locally tailor&overdue program for the microcomputer was

/ written by staff with students in the computer math program.- The
/

saff estimates that the program has reduced clerical work by 90

perAnt. The microcomputer prOduces a monthly overdue list and

creates a letter to send home to parents, and prepares an invoice for

materials which must be replaced. Some of the overdue process is

handled by tfie mainframe (e.g., address labels for students with

overdues.)

Other programs on the microcomputer, some of which were written

by students as independent study projects, include circulation

statistics for all print and nonprint materials, production requests,

and media center equipment requests. It takes only minutes a day for

6 7
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a student to enter the information and, at the end of each day or

month, 'a printout can be generated. Monthly printouts are included

in.library media center'reports to the administration. The 'computer

is ali6 used to create bibliographies.

Interlibrary loan is limited to the community college library,

the university libra'ry, and within the School district itself.

Arrangements are made by tklephone.

Most information concerning the technology was gained through

professional reading and attending FAME conferences. The media

center staff members have completed 21 hours of inservice training

with the math teacher and consider themselves computer literate.

Currently 22 microcomputers are housed in the school. Of this

number, one is in administrative offices,'one in the media center,

and two are in,the..business
education department. Th der are

in computer math. It is hoped that in the future computers can be

placed in the wired carrels in the media center. Students may make

use of the single media center computer now whenever it is not busy,

security system reduction of loss was reported at the

American Association of School Librarian's workshop. This system is

most helpful in reminding people that they have failed to check out
_741materials. The school auditors in this county have commended the

system and it has become a basic piece of equipment to.17e added to

any new high schools.

Building budgeting is done through the mainframe at the district

level and the media center microcomputer. The media center budget is

kept on its microcomputer.

The microcomputer is also used to provide a readability index,

which is added to the shelf list card for books, texts, and tests.
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Prior to the purchase of this program, speclally trained parents

provided information on the potential grade level of materials

through the use of a hand calcUlator to determine the readability

level. The computer has cut the time involved to 60 seconds.

A memory typewriter is available in'the school building, but, not

in the library media center. Rather word processing programs are

available on diskettes and are used with the microcomputer. Micro.

forms are used only for information retrieval.

An extensive instructional television program exists in.Broward

County but scheduling'problems have made it easier for the school to
I!

borrow videotapes from tht County Lending Library and reproduce

them. The school media center cufrently has approximately 200

programs. The center also'has ditto and Xerographic reproducing

equipment.

One of the major reasons that the media center staff investigated

microtOmputer utilization for management was the predicted decreased

enrollment in the school (minus 1,100) which would result in a

corresponding loss of paraprofessional assistance in the media

center. The professional staff had traditionally placed their

highest priorities on working with students and faculty on curriculum

design and did not want to reallocate their time to clerical tasks.

Although student enrollment decreased by 1,100, the number of

materials circulated ihcreased by 61 percent the first quarter.

Nonprint uthization-increased by 89 percent and 24 percent more pro

duction requests were filled than the past year.

Inservice education is important in introducing and implementing

a new technology. Larger districts are more likely to provide

inservice than smaller districts in which media specialists may be
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more isolated from contact with other media specialists than in a

larger system. FAME is involved in restructuring requirements for

renewal of teaching certificates. The organizaTion favors changes

which would requires a component on the use of computers in education

for the renewal of media specialists' certificates.

Currently, information concerning various technologies is

fragmented. No creartnghouse system exists for examining

commercially produced programs and few critical evaluations are

available. Some programs cost as much as $2,500 and it is difficult.

to consider such an expenditure if preview for potential uSe is not

possible.

Some media specialists in Florida are updating their skills by,

enrolling in advanced graduate programs in computer science. This

avenue appears to be an interesting way for some individuals to

update dr extend their skills.

Cooper City High School is a leader in technology and in programs

within its school district. Many visitors tour(the tenter each

year. The proximity to Central America brings international

visitors, and.adaptations of Cooper City programs are being used.in

Panama and Costa Rica.
r '
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:ILLINOIS'

Illinois is a.Slate with 1,011 school districts and 4,304 schOol

buildings. Half of the school diStrictt have one or more

microcomputer; 200 have pLATO terminals with most in the secondary

schools. Microcomputers are usually431aced in school buildiOgs for

educatioOal'use rather than library media management, but they are

often placed in the media centers because buildings do not have

enough equipmeot,to place one in each classroom.

Illinois has been a nationally recognized leader in library

networking through the 18 system librariet. This haa traditionally

involved public libraries rather than schools even though the

networks are called. multi-ty'pe systems. Among the benefits to school

library media specialists are access to all holaings in the system

libraries and the Research and Reference Centers. When schools do

use system services, few use shared cataloging.. However, East Peoria

Elementary School,District 086 (eight buildings) and Pekin High

School District 0303 in Tazewell County and Limestone Community High

School District 0310 and Farmington east Unit 0324 indPeoria County

cooperate with the Illinois Valley LibrarTSystem in a shared

cataloging project. They use'OCLC off-line time for interlibrary

loin, shared resources,-and the authority files for all acquisition

and cataloging.

Films for the 80 plus film cooperatives are usually booked

manually although a few co-ops use mainframes. A small percentage of

school districts would like to book with a mainframe coMputer; none

of the schools are using microcomputers for booking films.

No schools have automated circulation systems althouel a few use

"Overdue Writer," a fairly low cost commercial system developed for

6 0
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the Apple II and the TRS-80. This is a small System which will

handle about 500 circulations in a week and 1,000*overdues in two

weeks to four weeks.

Interlibrary loan is handled through the multi-type systems, 60'

percent of which have computer access to their collections and to

collections throughout the state. A few schools may have seine

13[

-sharing of materials within the tounty, but this is handled primarily

through the network. Schools with union catalogs and4or on-line

access have a higher percentage of interlibrary'loan and resource

sharing. 'There is a high level of regional shafing within the

systems.

The Lockheed Data Base is Available in the Illinois State Depart-

ment of Education. Funded under a million-dollar National Institute

of Education (NIE) project, the Illinois Resource and Dessimination

Network is available in Spzlngfield for all State toard Staff. A

branch, the Illinois Center,for Educational Improvement, in Decatur,

an ESEA Title IVC project., does all searching for teachers throughout

the State. Requests are submitted ,directly or through a local school

library media specialist for better usage of all available local

resources.

The State Department of Educatjon has no statistics on the number

of security systems used in schools; those in existence are found in

Northern Illinois in Cook County or the surrounding areas.

Budgeting for the school library media centers in Illinois is a

part of program accounting through the state-wide system.

Approximately 75'.percent of the schools have automated progros to

generate line items, Int the actual 'printout may or may not filter

down to the media specialist.
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Staff records such as staff evaluations are being placed on

microcomputers. ,A number of schools have Apple II writers; -They are

normally found in offices, rather than media centers because of the

noise.

Some-Illinois school districts are a 'part of the Educational Data

Network, a state computer complex for all State government-offices.

This complex features siX:IBM 3033s, two IBM 158s, and two IBM,168s.

Schools may transmit data and computer Arograms. The Statejticks up
'

the telecommunication costs. :School districts must have thetr own

equipment, but pay only the costs of central processing..

Much of the technology used in school library media centers in

/11inois is being funded through such Federal funds as ESEA IV-B and .

?

IV-C; Public Law 94-142 (Education for the Handicapped Act); ESEA

title I; and adult vocational and technical educ-ation (AVTE)

programs. State money for techn6logy is also available from the

gifted and talented program (which is utilized by over 700 of the

1,011 school districts), and,from the State communications network.

The Illinois State Board of Education provides periodic workshops to

acquaint interested persons with state computer uses ancynformation

about the state's somputer assisted,instruction (CAI) repositorY.

Most of the CAI digkettes (30 diskette computer programs for Apple II,
4

or TRS 80 Model III) in the state repository are tnstructional

programs and none currently have any specific library management

functions.

Although funds for education are being cut in Illinois as
rl

elsewhere, the future appears to be one of expansion for computer use'

in schools. Teachers are making more use of computers,, and, if funds

permit, microcomputers will be placed in each clasgroom.rather than

8.)
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media center.. 'The present inability-to plawone micid4omputer

in every classroom appears to be the only reason this piece of
k

instructional equipment is found in school library media centers in

most of Illinois.

Glenbrbok 'North High SchOol s one of two high schools, wich make
.

up the Glenbrook School District in Northbrook, Illinois. This high

school aerves 2,451 Students and has a mediaeenter-With 15 staff
r.

members of which four are professionals. This school has its own IBM

60 and all Cataloging and card processing for the media center is

done on the. minicomputer. Multiple cards aq reproduced because of

resource centera id Various,departments. Gne of the professional

staff, a full-time catalOger, fs responsible for this lunction.

Film scheduling in Glenbrook has been done for te past six years

.

op the district's Burroughs mainframe. The district:owns 1,100

titles and also places-rentalfilms. oh thisqsystem. SCheduling is

not on-line but is done through batch.processing.of punched cards.

The Glenbrook Coordinator of Instructional Materials Services is

Nin the process of installing an Apple Ir and 'has, purchased a

circulation systemjrom a California'firm. This system will be used'

initially-for ollerdUes.,

Interlitpary loan at Glenbrook is not o computer. Some

Utilization is made of the local library system but, due'to the

governance structure in Illinois, this school is not yet a'system

mimber, only an aWliate. yo database searching-is done on a

computer.

The Glenbrook media center utilizes a 3M Tattletape Security

. System. Two ye4rs before the installation of the system, the,media

center lost 2,700 book.s.- Last year the loss rate was 93. Teachers
r
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and students were given extensive inservice before and immediately

after installatiOn of the system.
-

The Glenbrook'Mediaenter.budgefis'maintained manually althOugh

,all payments are made through the computer. A Monthly inintout of

accounts is given. Since the Coordinator of Instructional Materials

Services is_responsible for all school book bodgets,.departments

receive hand calculated assessments, of their budgets'from the medii

center regularly.

No interlibrary cooperation using techndAy exists for

Glenbrook. Since a modem is available in rhe media center,

membership in one of the library systeM "clusters" is being

discussed. If this ocCurs, Glenbrook North High School would be the

, seventh member of A olugter which includes six public libraries, one

of which is NorthbrOdk's. If Glenbrook becomes a*member, the library

media center will horrpw resources rather than lend them.

While the Coordinator regret's being unable to have online

inventory control of books, audioyisual'hardware is controlled by

computer using a batch'processing mode in card format. The med

catalog (100 pages in size) is generated from data on pun ed cards

and is batch processed.

Loan services have been improved with the stallationof some

easier.'to providetechnologies. Theft prevention Was made

materials for teachers and students s soon as the dverdue Writer'

Prdgram is in place,jt will lp:get material's back faster. Since.

60 fines are charged

materials.

inders are needed to retrieve overdue

The use o the'IBM 60 has permitted improvemene in the card

catalo Materials can be processed more quickly and tracings are

76
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more extensive than ever before providing better information

retrteval:

Twenty-one microcomputers at glenbrook were purchased from a

special fund "Aire available in the building. Fourteen are in the

"Apple Ordhard" which is adjacent to the library. They are used

mostly ,for computer literacy, fn the, math department. On One Friday

in December, the media center sponsored a "Darvest Day." Teachers

found'an.apple in their box with an invitation to-visit the media

center 'and preview the new aoftware there:

- _Seven micros are lvated in tite media center. Classes are

scheduled there for an introduction' tg a.particular set of programs.
A A pnr;i'pr&SAgional is on duty.to assist with

individual usage whet!' a4

COMIA14i openo. Six of thete microsere mo'stly Used for CAI end

tlie-seVenth is set as.rde ,for teacher grading. This microbes a
. ,

printer. A'SLOCKS program la currently oh order. This twenty-six

disk authoring program with 1,000 graphiss will permit teachers and

media specialists to design their own learning programs for the

microcOmputer.

4Whfle no word processing is presently in place at denbrook,
0

coMmfttee is gtudying'the potential. The media center is responsible_

for a press--not graphics, jus,titt'pess.

a
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INDIANA

The State of Indiana has been in the forefront of the Ase of

technology in school library media centers and in cooperation between

schools and public libraries. The Indiana Department of Public

Instruction's (DPI) Division of Instructional Media is directed by a

former member of the NatfOnal Commission on Libraries and Information

ServiCes (NCLIS) Task Force on the Ible of the School Librtry Media

Program in the National Program. The Director is currently the

President of the State's computerized network--the Indiana Cooper

ttive Library Services.Authority (INCOLSA). DPI and INCOLSA haye

cooperated on two joint projects. The first involved placing OCLC

terminals in eleven school districts to place audiovisual caLalo"-4ng

of small media onto'the OCLC data base. The second was joiat spon

sorship of a national conference on networking.

Indiana has 315 school districts.. Twelve currently use OCLC

terminals for their processing centers. No school districts use OCLC

for acquisition. While automatiOn is used for some scheduling of

materials, mostsof this is in the regional centers.

Although'no schools have completely automated circulatiOn sys

tems, many arelusing microcomputers to generate overdue notices.

OCLC is not used as a *ehiclé for interlibrary loan. School

districts may borrow miterials through their Area Library Service

Authorities (ALSAs) which are<jointly funded by the State Legislature

and LSCA. It may be more dIfficult for schools to use the OCLC

terminal in this way because it'is usually located in centYalized

processing.headquarters. School districts large enough to have

central tervices seldom have them located within a single school

. building., In contrast, the ObLC terminal for an academi,7 library or
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a public library is locatea within the main building of the library

complex while the terminal in most school systems is located away

from all media centers making access a greater.communication iroblem.

Database searching is not a new device for Indiana's school li-

brary media specialists. The INDIRS project, originated'over eight

years ago, placed terminals in school libraries as well as academic

and public libraries to help retrieve demographic data about com-

munities and counties in Indiana.

Some schools do have dial-up terminals and modems for The Source,

DIALOG and BRS. They pay the same fees that other libraries are

charged for this service.

A few security systems a.e found in secondary schools. Many

school districts generate budget statistics through their,mainfrates,

but more detailed budget figures are maintained manually within

individual school library media centers.

"
Teleconferencing is used,in 6 the State to provide-communication,

links between media specialists. One author. of this report was

involedin s'uch a'te/econference.

Te6hnology hasbeeh purchased, historically, through capital
4

funds rather than soft money. While microcomputers have been

purchased thiough ESEA Title IV-B, their pse is 1311fined to'in-

structional use by natute of the fegislation and is*limited to

educational rather than administrative functions.

,62,operation between schools ahd itblicflibraries has been

excellent. Much of this is related to the activities of INCOLSA

which is a true multitype network.. State support provides funds for

.

this network which allows services to be provided for 'schools at no

charge for telecommunications. This not only permits, but also
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1
encourages the meMbership of schools as well as special, public, and

.academic libraries. Through INCOLSA ,:nd through other projects some

LSCA funds are-used by the sChools. The Indiana Union List is being

transferred to COM and will be available to schools.

The Duneland School Corporation was a three-time winner of the

Encyclopedia Eritannica Award for excellence in.school library media

programs. The district media center is located in a new buil4ing

with conference space which is frecinently utilized by the district.

The Director of School Media Programs at Duneland is a past-president,

of INCOLSA, and has, in fact, "worked.with INCOLSA since its

inception, because computers are a fact of life."

Duneland currently has one of the CCLC.tprminals in use in

Indiana schools. They also-have their equlpaent inventory bn a' TRS

80 Model II, and maintain their textbook rentals for'elementary

schools on the 0CLC terminal.

Interlibrary loan does not take the normal pattern for schools

gince Duneland is a loaner rather than a bolrower. The staff has not

had the INCOLSA training to make full utilization of the OCLC term-

inal for interlibrary loan, but will do so at the next opportunity.

Since the present business manager has not computerized the

budget system fOr the.listrict, the library budget is not automated.

Word processors are being placed in the business education department
,

- for training, but.not in school library media centers. A word

.processfng program; "Scriptsit," has been purchased with the TRS 80

for use at the district media center

_

The.periodical list for the district is going onto the TRS-.80 and

-,printOuts will be available fo),all Schools. Many periodicals are on

-

microform fOr information retrieval. Some of the professional li-

81
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brary holdings are available on microfiche and the media center uses

a microfiche copy of the LC subject headings.

Schools in Duneland, are in the process of being inspected for

placement of cable television, but this technologPis not being

utilized at the present time.

Interschool loan of audiovisualmaterialsbas always been

aVailable. SclloOls have owned each other's shelf-list cards for all

- audiovisual materials for some time. If a Apdia specialist wished

materials on a particular subject, itewas easy to go to the

shelf-li'st and locate the audiovisual materials aimilalle underthe

sr
Dewey-Decimal Classification number. This was, perhaps, not ad

complete or as effective as automated bibliographies would have been,

but has been adequate.

Circulation systeps will not go online in the foreseeable-

future. For a system as small as Duneland, automated circulation is

low on the priority. list.

Database searching Will be installed as soon as the Apple II is

ready for use;,BRS will be used. No security systems'exist'in

Duneland Schools.
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'Maryland had 'examples of the use of most technologies scattered

throughqut the 24'school systems. In fact; a recent report showed

that there are close tq 1,000 microcomputers in the schools. These

are mostly for educational uSe althoush one cOunty manages film

booking on A miCro. Two otter, systems use computers for film booking.

SchOol districts do not-have shared cataloging alihbugh most have

central processing centers. 'Montgomery County.uses MiniMARC. Both
U.

Montgomery an Anne Arundel Counties use Baker and Taylor's BATAB for

acquisitions.i.For the pay five years, Howari County has kept a .

record Of alllacquisitionsion a microcomputer by DeWe'y number and by,6

.CircUlation IS not automated.
,

A one-yeat interlibrary loan pilot,program has been.in place tn

.

seven of the:twenty-four school systems.. It is not a high technology

interlink merely by telephone and-mail. No additional funde were)

A

allocated. 8tate delivery vans carry materials to ehe individual

school's delivery system. A turnaround time of 10-14 days i

required for most iateriala although periodical articles are much

jester: In one year, four systems have had Over 4,000 requests from

.60 schools with an 80-88 percent success tate.

The professional library collections in three counties and the

state Media Services Center are being entered into MICROCAT, a

microfilm data base for intetlibrary loan.

The State Department subscribes to Lockheed's DIALOG and BRS. In

the past three years, over 1,000 searches have been made with an

82-88 percent success rate. Articles are supplied when requested._

Before establishing this service, extensive inservice was given to

both media specialists and teachers. The link to the State,

9k
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7 5epartment is through the system level media supervisor. Montgomery

County also subscribes io OIALOG and provides on-line searching.

Three coUnties have high schools with secupty systems._ One ,

county tried a security system it; a jubior high, but did riot find it

as'successful as the high school iytems.

Television is used txtddSively for%educhtional pUrposes.

. survey ori use shows 475,950 students out of.777,725 were viewing

state programs in 1979-1980. SchOol dystems are Working toward more

extensive use of various video capabilities. Production is stressed

with,students through the State Film Festival.

' Teleconferencing has been done at the stafe level 'with much

success. Teletypes are available in public libraries but they are

.ot connected to the schools. Word processors are available A some
.

-
counties; and one or twoschools are on cab14,4 A

The State Department encourages the utili;ation of technology

through awareness workshops in the department and in the school

systems. A policy is presently being written for the use of

technology in the state. The twenty=four 'counties are div ded among

three professionals in the State Department, and these persoris are

providing workshops and regional programs on technolOgyand other

library media programs%and services.
.

The Department is also in theiprocess of updating its selection

guidelinei to include evaluation of software programs foi computers. I
. -

Computer software is ayailable in the state's prevfew center although

vendors.are reluctant to send prpgrams to this center. Also, the'

Department publishes a newsletter of professional opportunities for

library media specialists who wish to increase their skills.



Major problems in getting media specialists'to accept technology
.

.

are no different.than ft gaining acceptance of any. change. Minor
,1.

problems will, arise when trying to interface systems.. Also, many

persona do not really'know what they want to do and-are not, selecting

the'Proper technology to meet needs.

Budget-reductions,may slaw the placing of ,high.technology ft ,

schocA media centets, although it cduld speed it up. 'If

adminiatratora see the potential utilization as a time 9r cost

savings, they wilcl be eager to'fund such projects.

The only'automated technical servicei function foUnd in Howard

County is the previously mentioned record of all'new acquisitions for

the district. A comipute st.ol_"approved" materials is also

generated'.

This county uses'a microcomputer to book films and to print"-
,

circulation labels to send-prints to the requesting schools. The

compnter also provides Circulation'statistics atd other management

'data. Because. of this, they, have been able to transfer a clerk to.;

other operations. The program for this was written by an inhouse

ipOograwme . .Thfs collection of 2,500 films was large and they ran

into data storage problems. BASIC wduld not combine sub-routines; 4,4

PASCAL-was used to write the program. It was easy to adapt PASCAL te

the Apple and it was not neceasary to go to a hard disc to handle the

data.

All high Schools 4nd two middle schools haVe microcomputers to

control circulation. Because there was no charge for it, they use

the program,developed at McGralk University (in Canada) which ii in ,

BASIC. The American Library Association is also supplying a program

and it may be this same one.
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Howard County is 'one'of the pilot diftricts in the MarYland
^

Interlibrary Organization (MILO), a consortium primarily of academic

and public libraries. All schools have microfiche copies of the

union catalog. Materials are requested b'Y telephone.

The professional library collection of.this county is one of the

4
four on MICROCAT. While no local union catalog exists, the schools

do have access to this htige collections
4

InfOrmation retrieval access also existS4through the State

Department of Education:sAata bases. They,Ao not hayetheir own.
.

. Through MILO they also,have access to OCLC, but access is not online.

SecuritY systemtre not,2used in Howard County. No technology is

used to any great extent kor VUdgeting, but they do use short

microcompt4ter programs for budget allocations. The school system's

master budget is on a word processor.
4111

Teleconferencing is used for instructional purposes rather than

for management or administrative functions.. ;Teletype is not

currently.being used 'to MILO, but interlibrau loan has grown soi
1,

rapidly that teletyp'e has been considered rather than telephone.

Wotd processors are available in the school systems. They are

used; primarily, to update doc ents. Located in the centralS office,

A
they are available to the media services personnel as central staff

members, but not directly for schools. School personnel could come

in tb the Central office to use if they wished, but word processors

are not being utilized extensively by individual schools.

The local Company holding the cable franchise plans to initiate a

videotext system within the next-two years, and media specialists'

might become involved at that time. Not all schools can be reached

by cable, so extensive use has not been made of this technology.

Rather yideotapes are-circulated toschools.
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All school media centers do have telephones. Copy machines are

available in all school media centers, also.

Microcomputers are within the budgetary rangeiof small libraries

and school libraries are in this category. They can perform many

PS
functions .such as circulation control. Since micros were available

for instructional programs, it was-logical to overlay some

administrative teaks.

The district schools presently use Apples. They also have most

of the Minnesota programs which are made available centrally for loan.

to schools. The district media center also circulates commercial

programs which are,too expensive to purchase individually..

Use of technology has increased serviee,especially through

interlibrary loan. ,The success rate for MILO is alightly below 80

percent average. It is higher than that for teachers-7-over 90

percent. The use of,miorocomputers can be a time saver Nor

circulation control.

1

I.Once a union list.Ior the system exists, interp.brary loan withi

the.system will be available and the value of membership in MILO may

dgcrease. Materials in the district will be able to circulate more

rapidly and will also then have heavier, use which would be a very

positive report to present to School administrators.

A problem in adapting a new technology is that people ,are

reluctant to jump into things they do not understand. This was true

of microcomputers. Students love them, but media specialists are a

lot less eager. It doesn't,take long if good inservice support

exists. Programming is also or Having written the

programs you need.



A

For small districts without extensive staff simple Lnservice

will get the media specialists to be wialing to assist students and

teachers. Vendors may be also able to help overcome resistance.

Vendor assistance in "selling" a system to reluctant media

°specialists, students, and teachers might be written into the request

for bid at the time of the initial purchase of a system. An

itportant consideration for any inservice training session is to have

enough computers to permit all participants to have a hands on

OcRerience with any training session.
_
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MINNESOTA

Minnesota appears to be the foremost state in the development of

microcomputer programs for instruction in its 434 school districts.

The Minnesota Educntional Computer Consortium (MECC), created through

State funding in 197,3, has been responsible for thecreation of two

major computer support systems for the schools:. (1) an on-line time

sharing syatem (known as MTS) and (2) a system to support micro-4,4

computers through the creation of software and the advertising for a

statewide bid for: hardware. The primary purpose of MECC ,is..to assist

member systems in the coordination and utilization of complete re-

sources throughn cooperative-planning and decision-making
/
struc-

.

2
ture. The ptesence of major companies such as.6ontrol Data Cor-

poration (CDC), SDC, UNIVAC and IBM, all of which have heaiquarters
,

A the Minneapolis/St. Tau area, have,helped to generate enthusiasm
. .

for computer literacy tiom parents and from teachers and students in

schools.

Thestime share system (MTS) furnishes the sta'te with both in- 's\

structional and,administrative programs (e.g., dislorict budgeting

systems4are available,through MTS) and,supplies the school library

11' "media centers with monthly p4iouts-whioh give the status of the

budget but do not record actual'purchas grders. The budgeting

'Lsystem is supplemented by more detailed nand-copied recOrds in4

pUilding level library meVa centers.

Another administrative program available to school library media

centers through MTS is the SEARH systeM, originally developed ill

Rochester and now available through MECC: This system allows schools

to enter bibliographic data to create a state on-line catalog Ot

library media.center holdings. Thelelecommunication costs, however,
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are prOhibitive and school Use of this System is not likely to de-

velop in the near future although public and adademic libraries are

beginning to use it.

The othet. MECC system--MicrOcomputer software and hardware.

support-is available to many schools and library media canters

throughout the state. To date, the software is alMost all instruct-
,

ional in-nature and, is, therefore not the province of this report.

If IMIECC distributed microcomputer software were to be created for

library media center management funciions',.. it wOUld instantly become,
'

.y

very popular.

In the area of ilardware. support, MECC has supported tile purchase

%
of the 'Apple; however,-.Atari computers have recently won the state

bid." This procedsits allowed the cost of computers in 'Minnesota to

be the most reasonable in the nation. Originally MECC handled-all
.

microcomputer'purchases; however, when the-change was Made to Atari,

a list of distribUtors who would offer the state bid was distributed

so that school districts could.purchase locally.
4

-In'other areas, the general impetus fror using computer technology

in school library media center administration has not reached

teChnical services. Only two school syst'ems, Rochester and its

neighbor, Austin, have OCLC terminals,'although one elementary school

, on an Indian reservation uses the OCLC terminal In a nearby comniuriltr"

college:-I. All three locations are members of MINITEX, the state's

comptiter network.

Inthe southwest section of.the state, 81 schOol.districts have a

shared acquistions program. Orders are' pooled for the purchase**Of,

\

eqtip nt and nonprint items. This is done manually.
i, .
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Ci dulaticin systems in Minfiestoa litrary media centers are

not au omated, but some library media e, aters are generatin'g

computerized overdues. Interlilorary loan is in its infancy, starting

with the new multi-county/mUlti-type legislation which was passed in

197Z. 'Regions are just beginning to organiz,e.-

Data base searches are available through the State Department bf

4

-

Education on Dialog, but this service is notpart of the multi-county

system and is not Nell known., Searches are also available_through

universities. The fee charged by the State Department of Education

for EkIC searches has discouraged use.

Several districts have installed security systems in school

library media centers, inci they'have appaIntly been quite

successful. The Austin schools have kept carefil records of the .

slUccesS of. their security system, and losses have been su"bstantially
_

.

(I.

decreased.

Three school districts-,-Red. Wing, Cannon Falls, and North-

fiel&tise computers for management. Media ceuters in these cities

received small State .granEs for planning circulation systems and have

used the microcomputer Tor overdues; Red Wing High School is also

using the grant to develop other systems for library media admin-,

istrative purposes.

Red W.ing High Sithool enrolls 000 students; the media center is

Staffed by one professional and three paraprofessionals. The medie

specialist reporte-that,the'Appfe II;microcomputer programs he'w7te:

f handle a catalog'of 2,000 paperbac.- books'airough the usZ of
accession numbers

41k,

create author and title labels for cards a)nd pockets

keeps track.of both inventory and c:aession numbers



produces the catalog for theettudent's use ,

handle overdue's.

The first three functions are done on the Apple II-with one disk

storing the book infOrmation and another storing the program. The.
%

overdue program has saved 'at least ten hours of staff'time per week.

This dprogram aione has Saved the totA cost of the equipment over

four years.

1

,The Red Wing High School iibrary media specialist is a self-

taught programmer; he believes that cOmmercial software such as

DB-Master and DB-File have potential use in library media centerI

operations and is working to adapt these program to local needs.

A recentacquisition at Red Wing has been a Corvus disk, a hard

disk master storage device. ThisOges been available for only one

month but is-expected to handle some experimentation such as hooking

20 to 30 Apples together. The media specialist is currently in the

process of entering the MECC programs, word processing, and 'data

management files onto the Corvus disk.

This media specialist predicts that tying several smalrtomputers

into a network will be cheaper tEan singre computer applications. He

noted the need for much more hardware since a teaser with

twenty-four students is frustrated wh'en only two or three computers

are available. He also predicts that public libraries in this state

-will adopt turnkey systems connected to mainframe computers for

circulation and bibliographic data sharing 'because they do not have

access to microcomputers which are available in the schools.

Interlibrary loan, while used personally by the Red Wing High

School library media specialist, is not popular with teachers and

students. This service is offered through the public-library which
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is connected'to -he school on yby, telephone. Retrievalitimest
tk

least a weekyid tco long, and students are usually unWilling to wait.

Little use is made of data bases. Silitce a fee is charged for use

of the ERIC system in the State Department of Education, teachers no

, longer use it.
4

While Red Wing High School does not hafie a security system, the

media specialist is'investigating them-. The most popular security

system in other Minnesota schools seems to be 3M and those using it

appear to be satisfied.

Budget for Red Wing High School Media Center is generated by the

consortium computer, TIES,,a. system similar toMECC, but not p;art of
, iL

it. monthly printcut unaates the status of the budget, but'does

not record actual purchase orders. A local budgex is maintained

manudlly. This function _Ls not considered a high yriority as a

timesavar.

Few microcomputers are.exclusively available for use by the media

specialist. A hard-Oen uas requirpd to secure the Apple,for Red

Wing library media center even though some library media funds were

,available to assist with the purchase. This piece of equipment.has

saved money and such savings are being documented.

UG
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NEW YORK.

As was found to be true in other states, the uses of technology

ifor_administration functions in school library media programs vary

widely through the school districts.and 44 Boards of, Cooperative

Educational Services (BOCES) in New York state. New York has, how-

ever, led in the development of pilot school library systems to test

and demOnstrate methods of resource sharing. In 1978, the State

legislature authorized the creation of twelve pilot school library

systems to test methods for resource sharing:- These pilot projects--

1Cicated in Rochester, SYracuse, Yonkers, New York City and in eight

BOCES regions--are required to eStablish a delivery system and union

.catalog to faCilitate
resource sharing amont lie meAbers. Two pilot

proje,ts are made up of existing public library systems, 3Rs (Re-
.

searrb and Resburce Library Systems),,and newly developed school

library systems. In five other areas, school library systems'have

bden created in preparation for future multitype hetwork

partiripation.'

The school projects have used a number of methods in deve,loping

union lists including OCLC, BOCESseetrict computer, an Apple II.

fitted with a Corvus Disk, a public library database and cqmputer

generated microfiche. Two of the school based projects initially

attempt?.d to use OCLC for shared cataloging bui found the cost to be

prohibitive.

One prOjitoct, Putnain-North
Westchester BOCES, is developing

.,r0gramming necessary for an on-line circulation system. No other

on-line circulation systems are currently in use.

Interlibrary loan is completed primarily by telephone and written
e.quest; however, two of the pilot systems use Computer-assisted
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methods. in Syracuse, a, computer terminal .in the project
.

headquarter's offige is linked to the circulation system of.the

Onondaga PUblic Library.., Requests which cannot be filled through the

'school district can be searched through'the public library system.

Some school districts have requested and filled OCLC interlibraiy

loan requests.-

Twenty-four stete-funAed school library system "shoe-string"

project grants were awarded in 'January 1982. These one-year pro-

jects, limited fo a maximuM of $10,000 and to BOCES or Big Cities not

part of the 12 School librSty system pilot projects, are intended to

assist in the initiation of resource sharing activities. Most of the

'projects include technology, usually microcomputers, for development

of union lists of serials or ether resources, intended to meet some

instructional purpdse.

Technology-is ein encouraged by the state education agency in
(

several ways. As of J uary 1, 1982, a Center bn Learning Tech-

nologies will be forme initially to bring together the current

Bureaus of Mass Communic tion and Educational Communication. The

eventual oiganization and peration of the Center is in the planning

stage. The function of his office will be to assist school

districts and other educational institutions as they move into the

world of computers and technblogy and other areas. The Spring, 1982

issue of News.& Notes, newsletter of the Bureau of School Libraries
A

will highlight microcomputers and their implications for school

library media centers. An automation conference sponsored by Library

Development/ Seate Library is scheduled for June, 1982.

The use of technology is not entirely limited to schools within

project areas. Data base settrching is provided for schools through
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Educational Programs and.Studies information Services (EPSIS), a

State Eaucation'program department, and the State Library. Many

BOCES professional.libraries provide ERIC documents on microfiche.

One schoOl pilot' project is using BRS.

A number.of high schools use library security systems. Most use

,
rhe 3M Tattle Tale systems and find it to be satisfactory.

'IMAny BOCES centers and large city school districts bave large '

film collections which are frequently scheduled op BOCES or district

computers. Funds and personnel are often the greatest constraints to

this usage. The BOCES and district computers are also used for a

number of administrative functions including budgeting and persorinel

record keeping. Some media centerd xeceive monthly Print outs of

budget status from the building or district print out.

Word' processors are used primarily for the production of

bibliographies and newSletters.

Each public school in,New York State must submit annual Basic

Educational Data..System (BEDS) forms to the State Education Depart-

ment. Thrpugh these computerized records the Bureau of School Li-

braries has access to the name and certification data of every school

library media specialist in the state. Qualitative collection data

for each library and other information on the school is available,

also.
,

Electronic mail experiments are being tried by the Albany Public

Library and the 'Upper Hudson Library Federation. If initially suc-

cessful, schools may eventually be inéluded in the project. Three of

the school pilots are,using electronic mail via microcomputers and

Guidance Information System terminals for interlibrary loan requests

and other messages.
.e

1 I 1
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Last year the districts in the state spent $2.9 million on

microcomputer technology from ESEA Title IV-B. This Was primarily

for instruction, but many of the microcomputers are housed and used

by students and teachers in the library media centers. ln the

western part of the state, some Appalachian Regional Commission funds

are beidg used for television technology.

Programming for computers is mostly commercial. Some programming

is being developed by teachers and library media specialists, but

many of these individuals become frustrated becadse it takes ao much

time,.and there are not enough terminals available. SoMe library

Media specialists have prepared library skills' lessons, special

bibliographies, independent study courses,,and audioviSual catalogs

on microcomputers. There is muCh interest in trying to do inventory

and overdues on the microcomputer, but this-As not presently in much

use.

Awareness training for sChocil library media specialists must be a

coordinated effort. State Department personnel believe that they

have a responsibility to help school library media specialists to

become computer literate. Technology is another instructional

resource and media specialitts should be aware of it.

Few individual media specialists are aware of or have begun to

answer questions Ancerning the housing and cataloging of software.

Software is stored in classrooms or library media centers with little

organization.

The Media Director of the Oswego County BOCES is a fOrmer member

of the NCLIS Task Force on the Role of the School Library Media

Program in the National Program. The\106wego County BOCES is a

regional,service center which, through the Curriculum Resource

3.00
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Center, provides a collection of films, videotapes, large kit
,

magrials, and pther materials for the nine rural school districts

with 24,000 students serviced. Rather than cataloging, an accession

system is used to retrieve materials. Teachers receive a

fully-annotated book catalog which, in the past, was produced in part

with varitype equipment and in part through contract with a

commercial_computer service. At present, an investigation is being

made of the potential of joining with other BOCES to produce the
"944.

catalogs by micrOcomputer.

The center is testing the potential of the microcomputer for film

booking by experimenting with computer management of preview films.

The current film collection is 2,200 films and the center schedules

approximately 600 films for previeW each year.

Circulation is not automated in schools in Oswego County. One or

two schools have investigated Gaylord, but none currently use this.

system,. .

At the present time, OCLC computer tapes of school district

purchases since 1978 are with BroDart and will be*used to generate a

microfiche union list catalog which should be ready in late February,

1982. "The COM catalog will greatly improve interlibrary loan." At

this time they-are using a paper card shelf list system afi'd the BOCES

staff manually search for materials requested by individual dis-

tricts. There is also a union catalog of serials in use, allowing

direct school to school interloan requests.

,This BOCES is tied into the State Education Department for

on-lipe information retrieval searches from.ERIC. The entire. ERIC

system is available at the Oswego county BOCES and, when necessary, a

manual search can be made. They contract on an "as needed" basis
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with a lOcal college, a member of the SUNY system, for on-line

searches of approximately twenty additional data bases, Most A ,

utilization is made by teachers in special programs such as those for

gifted and talented students, administrators, and school-board

members. Students have access to the service but rarely use it.

One school district, within the BOCES area\is into its third year

with a security system. They.are satisfil with the system andipite

decreased book loss; however, no earefUl analysis has been made of

ongoing book loss reduction in comparison to.the cost of the system.

They did Much inservice with teachers and students before imple-

menting the system because they chose one that would ring bells.

When it was first installed, bells went off constantly. Once

students and teachers became used to the)system, the media specialist/.

did not feel it affected public relations. This open media center,

with several entrances and exits, has become a showcase for other"

interested districts considering security systems, but no other

district media specialists have implemented such a system because of

the cost.

All budget reports are on the computer. The BOCES provides

shared management services including payroll, attendance, scheduling,

test scoring, inventory and others for the entire county through a

, 1,
master computer for the region'. Individual school media center

budgets ire a half sheet on most budget reports because schdol media

specialists do not have sizeable budgets available to control.

Another computerized clerical function includes collections

inventory. Bibliographies are occasionally produced from this
!

inventory for a newsletter.
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The BOCES print shop has completely computeroperated printing

equipment. A computeroperated typesetter is now used to produce

their film catalog. The print shop is sophisticated Mid is used to

teach high school vocational students.

,Personnel record§ including salary information are on the

,regional computer. The Media Director-uses a dual system and keeps

inhouse recorde for immediate aCcessEvaluation information about

staff is not computerized.

At the present time, two types nf microcomputers are in use in /

the BOCES; they have two timeshared systemS, or a total of three

systems, in place. These are used 90 percent of the time for

instructional purposes rather than administration. One OCLC terminal

is located in the BOCES.

The BOCES repairs all equipment for member school districts

including One,brand of microcomputers. This repairservice is
...-

designed to facilitate technology installation within schools.

Teleconferencing was uied,during the time the Media Director was

President' of the New York Library Association and its use was

primarily for stete association business; The'fact tbat three

different phone companies provide seriTice to this county makes

teleconferencing difficult.

Many districts have modems fot microcomputers. It is possible to

accomplish many networking functions through these micrcomputers.

Voice messages are not provided; however, an electronic meld service

permits the answering ofreference questions. Media specialists or
4

teachers may also.ask a question such as "Does anyone have software-_ _

for teachitreletentary industrial arts?"
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The Media Director has a teletype in her office, not necessarily' t'

for her administrative functions. It is uee,0 most often by other

administrators in the organization for messages to and from the State

.
.

Department of Education in Albany. Magnetic Tape System Typewriters
"Is

(MTSTs) are also available, and word processing.programs exist for

the Apple IIs. "Pure" word processors are housed in other parts of
1

the building,:but not in the media office. Most schools have

1
miCrocomputees with:word processing programs'rather than word

processors,.
/

The school library media centers in Oswego County adhools house'

bout 75 percent of the microcomputers; others are in the disttict

fice, math labs, or in the guidance departient oA area. Admin-

rators find that they,need a Central location for the placement of

.miC ocomputets and their choice is the library media denter. Most

scho la .are using microComputers for instructional rather than

admintrative purposes at this point. The county has standardized'
.

on ApAi\es and TRS 80s so that the BOCES can provide training,

technical repair, and software.

The BOCES staff provides training in Basic Programming, technical

use, con eptual use (often for school board-alembers,and

administ tors), nd actual use of a particular software program to

meet the needs of usera. They also teach planning for microcomputers

in schoo

One-half of the districts in the 'area are tied into cable which

, can be, used for instructional programming. The BOCES Media Center

staff offer many duplication services within the guidelines of the

copyright law including off-air recording, video and slide dupli-

cation, computer software copying, and duplication of print materials

including turriculum documents from the State Education Department.
104 11
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The BOCES staff believe that:the use,of,technology has\Improved
', .

.
. ..,.

,
,

,

,,
.

serViceh-"fo patrons throlith improved access. It has assured the
.

continuance of services because, once a technology has been

ir*gurated, it is-coet effective.

'Increased use of technology has resulted in,an interesting side =

effect--bringing all school librdry media specialists together in a

common)cause. They now have an enhanced role in individual school

buildings ancla feeilng of belonging. toa, larger network that they
. .

.did not have before. They are no longer isolated and have emerged in

a leadership role. Superintendents anciprincyals are looking to

them as technology\and resource sharing experts.. They are now given

release time to attend planning sessions. One media specialist in

this BOCES area did not retire when- elle became so excitzed about the

kpotential,Of technology.

Major problems in. adapting' a neW technolOgy.include overcoting

the people problem through appropriate training programs. Indi-

viduals are eager to learn, bUt 'few inservice training packages are

available: Supervisors of media services must create as they go

along.

The problem,is compounded becauee there is no differenriatee.

approach to training. An introduction to the microcomputer for the

media aide should be different from one for media specialists,

teachers, or administrators.

Vendors will often proyide workshops with multiple machines at

the BOCES, if administrators are in attendance. Awareness

demonstrations are offered with single pieces of equipment. Actual

training on machines issrovided in the BOCES area by a cadre of

classroom.teachers and media specialists who are available to go from
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district to district to do training programs. In the past yeaiNand

one half,'the SOCES 41AS sponsored eleven technoldgy based continuing

education courses at $40 for 40 hours af class sessions. "Local .

credit" can be earned by teachera and media specialists in.many

districts through ittendanc7 at theyssions. A total of 400 of thet

1,600 teachers have participated.- These courses' appear to meet the

real need which exists4for both training and inservice. Training.ia

necessary especially tor new teachers who have been educated in

colleges or universities which are not providing computer experiepces

(14xteachkr training Programs.
k.

Most school library.thedia centers are-still one-persoq

'operations. Library.media speCialists,are excited\ about the

potential..af microcomputers, but find it difficult to find time for

training while running a basie program.

Start up costs are bigh wfien implementing a new technology-.

Recognizing this problem, legislation is being proposed in New York

to provide matching funds to cover costs of initiating new tech-

nologies. School districts, in spite of severe economic constraints

are providing whatever equipment they can. Technology is almost

becoming.a teacher-mandate's:1 item.

Technology will,help media specialists move into a more pro-

fessional, and less clerical, role. It has the potential to handle

administratiye.functions such as cataloging and circulation. Tea-

chers are excited about the new.technology and are delighted when the

media specialist tel.:serve as an information source. Teachers are

also delighted to schedule children for 10 minutes per day on the

terminal.'
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The need forcomputer literacy is a baeic requirement for persons

from,kindergarten through 80. School library media specialists must

be responsible fon helping-to fulfill this need in the coming decade.
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WISCONSIN

"the State School Libi'ary Media Condultent for WiscOnsirr.who also

served on the NCLIS Task Force on the Role.of the SChoo4 Library
.

Media--Program in the National Program reports that, as in other

states,; computers are in the experimental stage.. To a greater or

lesser degree, depending upon the school district in Wisconsin,

-
computers are being used,, not only for instructional purposes, 'but

also for administrative uses..,

Some schOol 'districts, Such as Janesville, are memliers of a 4/

consortium of all types of.librareS, using OCLC for cataloging..

Others, such as the Plattvill hool Urstrict, share a .lerminal, for

OCLC with the University of isconsi r-Plattville. Plattville has

.

generated their own profile on OCLC so that cardsProduded for the

two institutions are not mixed.

IMF

Microcomputers have been used with limited success.for production

orcatalog caras.in Wisconsin Most school library media specialists

seem to be in abOut the same place in programming and realize that

data storage on microcomputers is limited. Even if entries are

abbreviated,' there is not enough storage available on the 5 1/2"

. floppy disks.or Ae data cannot be.saved for other uses once catalog
4,

cards have been produced. All sUch programming is currently being

,done locally by media specialists, library schodl faculty, teachers

(usually-math), students, and some vendors or sales persons'in local

stores who are interested in the potential use of microcomputers.
'

Three districts,,Eau Claire, OshIcosh and Madison, do_utilize

their own computers for cataloging: Madison's system, more versatile .

than the other two, is also prograMmed for-generating labels,

ordering, and paying bills.
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Some scheduling of films-is automated through cooperative pro-
,

jects. A number Of school'districts are experimenting in the-use of

microcomptiters to schedule films. In one experiment, the Milwaukee

.

A

Public Schools and the Milwaukee Museum cooperate in using a computer

tb book museum films.

6
Most daesibase searching is done at the state level through the

Wisconsin Dissemination Project funded through an NIE Capacity

Building Grant project. Part of the Dissemination Project is

decentralized through the regional Cooperative Educational Service

Agencies-(CESAs)., and thus is more readily:Availa4e to school ,

districts.

No automated circulation systems were reported for Rchool library

Tnedia centers.

Interlibsrary cooperation projects include one in SouthWest

Wisconsin in CESA 14 located in Fennimore. At'this CESA, a

coniputer-produced union list of audiovisual materials is available on

microfiche. While it is basically the'school districts' holdings, it

als6 includes academic, special and publiclibrary holdings. t

The Educational Telephone Network (ETN), the nationally known
.

telecommunication network, is used to provide inservice education for

many groups throughout the state including the public schools. The

Statewide Extension Educational Network (SEEN) uses a light pen to

draw on a blackboard which reproduces the graphic at the other

telepha-C-sitei.

Trempealeau County is made up of small school districts. These

districts have refused to consolidate but want to cooperate. They

requested and were granted federal Communication Commission (FCC)

approvid for an interconnected television.network in which
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transmission can be sent'and received from each school in the
o,

county. Teaching staffs are pooled and students can be "brought°

together" without bussing from district to district. Schoolinedia

specialists help operate this technology and make sure equipment

Works.:

Most of the word processors available in the state are are part

of thiicrocomputer systems. If a district purchases a micro, it

may aIgo get the word processing program. They are used almost

exclUsive4 to list items.'

-s

The state library agency, The State Reference and Loan Library,

is'the single subscriber to RLIN in Wisconsin. In this agency, RLIN

is being utilized for retrospective conversion and for cataloging, in

addition to current membership.in OCLC, in the agencylsyrocessing

center. If a'record ig not-on ,OCLC, they search RLIN.. The computer
I

equipment at the State .Library which communicates with*RLIN and OCLC

is variable'speed.so'that it can be uged to connect both TWX and TWP

which are avaifable in the public library systems of the state.

The Southeast Wisconsin Union List (monographs) was developed by

the Milwaukee Public Lib'rary. While this is available to schools, it

is not utilized perhaps because it is a "one-time" list and has not

been updated regularly.

The University of Wisconsin Stout has eaced its card catalog on

microfiche. Copies are sold for a small fee to interested students

who have access to microfiche readers in the dormitories. In the
-

future, schools could do this by entering their holdings onto the

microcomputer and then generating COM catalogs.

Wisconsin has developed an LSCA project which will edtablish a

statewide database in machine readable format.. As a part of this
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project, the two school districts already on OCLC would be the first

to be entered. In addition, the Madison Public Schools woul&be

included since one requirement for the bid was the-understanding that

Madison's non-OCLC compatible computer cataloging would made

compatible. A major disadvantage of a non-OCLC compatible system is

that it does prohibit the district from immediate access to a

computerized national network (a problem which would be overcome if

the proposed state data baee becomeS 'reality.)

Maily school districts in Wisconsin are connected to commercial

cable television with a closed loop. The Racine Public Schools have

permission from several media producers to preview their materials

over cable television. Teacherq receive advance notice,of schedules

and lists of materials-available
for previewing over cable television.

Eleven schoolS in Wisconsin have electronic security systems at

the present time. Early-analyses indicate positive cost benefits of

thissystem,

The State Department encourages the use of technology in managing

school media centers its newsletter, School Media News, published

twice a year; th ough articles in the Wisconsin Library Bulletin, the

official Wiscon in quarterly publication; and at state conferences

where State Department staff frequently make presentations relating

to computer applications useful to both audiovisual specialists and

school librarians. Also, the Wisconsin Dissemination Project per-

sonnel encourage computer utilization on their visits to schools to

discuss available data bases.

The Madison Public School Media Services uses a Honeywell 66-10

mainfraMe for ordering sand processing of library materials. The

Automated LibraryiProcessing System (ALPS) provides for biding,
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acquisition and cataloging of Materials. Cataloging data for ALPS

comes from MARCfiche as well as original cataloging. Orders are

'submitted from individual Instructional Materials Centers (IMCs) to

the district media processing center where the orders are cilecked

against holdings on the ALPS system. If a copy is already available,

the identification number is key punched into the computer and the

item is.automatically ordered: If not,1 as much information as

possible is located on the MARCfiche and input into the computer.,

The Media Services staff hope toget a data entry terMinal to permit,

the placing of information directly onto the mainframe rather than

through punched cards as is being done at the present time.

Two reports are generated on the ALPS system computer: a library

purchase status report listed alphabetically by author so that media,

specialists do not need to maintain an order,file at the local

school,'and charges to the school account. Many of the local library

media specialiata do maintain manual files in their buildings because

they still do not completely trust the computer.

Centralization of the processing center facilitated catching.up

on an eight month backlog. The center is now on schedule most of the

time. During the first computerized year, 90,000 items were

processed. A study was made by the Manager of Media Services at

Madison of the pOtential foi using OCLC. It appeared to be mOre

costly and the district would lose many of the services.no4 being

offered.

In discussing OCLC with the high school librarian in Plattville,

krhe reported getting a 55 percent hit rate for retrospective cata-

loging of all audiovisual materials. In his district, no audiovisual

material had been cataloged previously. Since some forms of media
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are missing at the present time, the Manager of Media Services at

Madison did not see that OCLC audiovisual materials cataloging would

be cost accountable to her peration.

Scheduling of centralized media has also been done on the

mainframe in the Madison systemoince 1975. Approximately 3,500 16mm

films and video tapes and 1,-000 other types of media such as models

and videetapes are booked on thiMoneyweli. An annotated catalog is

generated annualli, with tWo indeies, one.with broad subject headings

(not Sear& or Library of Congress headings) descriptive of curricular

areas and ome with keywords from the title (KWiC). Film titles are

altered if not indicative of subject content so that the keyword

indeX.is more relevant.

The year after the film And media book catalog of centralized

media was generated, as ah alternative to cards in the card catalog,*

use of audiovisual.materials'doubled and use doubled again the next

year meaning that four times as many films and other media materials

Nere used. Plans are to get a terminal for the film 1;brary.

punched cards are currently carried to the computer room for entry on

the computer.

The Madison School District previews everything it purchases for

the central media center and as much as possible for library media

centers. Three opinions are strongly suggested before any material

to be centralized is purchased. One professional media specialist

deals with the preview proceps of audiovisual' material as well as

text materials and this media specialist'is responsible for all

subject headings and descriptive rather than critical annotations for

the annual centialized media catalog. '
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The equipment,inventory for Madison is also on the Honeywell .

mainfraMe, but it is not very satiefactory Or very useful,. Once a

year a printout is generated and equipment locations can be

verified. For example, one cannot easily access:the numbers of

filmstrip projectors throughout the,district or where they are

located. The programming was not done with consultati s with ,

library professionals, but was done as a general program with all

school equipment included, not just IMC holdings.

interlibrary loan in Madiaon is inforMal ind does not-depend upon

any technology beyond the telephone. Substantial plans are,underway

to expand this through publication of a carotin. An ESEA Title IVC

adaptor/adoPter proposal has been made, to enter the 48,000

audiovisual items in the elementary schbols on to the.district data

base. At present, no one really knows what anyone else has., The

,haldings,information has not been updated. It,was decided originally

only to input new materials onto the'Honeywell. Therefore, while

withdrawn materials are deleted from statistics, they remain on the

data base. Each school's shelf list must be matched to the computer

and either deleted or added as the situation requires.. A book

catalog of locally owned audiovisual materials is also planned.

This district has been working with the Southcentral Public

Library System to initiate interlibrary loan of 16mm filma.

Data bases, ERIC and DIALOG, are searched by the Education
o

Reference Librarian in Madison. She geti a eerminal once a week and'

batches requests for this weekly search.

A cable system exists with cable drops in every elementary and

middle school classroom and in the high school IMCS. Two high

schools have auditoriums wired for cable. Uses of cable television
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include announcements from IMCs, schedule changes, prerecorded

programs, and addresses to the faculty by the Superintendent. In

high schools with limited cable transmission, the superintendent's,

speechs and other special,videa programs are prerecorded.

A word processing department for Madison schools provides

automated clerical functions. Twice a year the_department produces

the Media Processing Department's, compilation of book reviews

prepared locally and those found in Booklist. Elementary and middle

school library media's ecialis,ts preview books twice a year at he

Cooperative Children's Book Center, a joint state-university fu ded

children's research-librA. If a title previewed by a library media

specialist has a district identificationliumber, the media specialist

may order the book using a mark sense card. Thus the computer pro-

vices data on the status of each title ordered. The word.processing

department geherates monthly statistical report's:for media processing-

frbm statistics furnished over the telephone by mepa specialists.

An equipment repair project using LSCA grant money extended the

services of the Madison Public Schools' Media Center., The Center now

provides repair services to 45 school and public libraries in four

counties in Southern Wisconsin. The pilblic library van does the

pickup and delivery of equipment. School media specialists may bring

equipment to their public library; then the public library provides

free'pickup and delivery to the center. Staff time and materials are

the only.charges.

The Madison mainframe stores all employment records such as sick

leave. No evaluative data is maintained.

School IMC.personnel are investigating microcomputers for

circulation. This year, ESEA Title iV-B funds will enable the school

12J
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'system to place an Atari 800 in each'high school and middle school

and a Commodore VIC 20 in each elementary.school. Teachers and-

administrators will have access to a computer laboratory. The

_District Media Center will preview, acquire, and circulate computer

software. -Its centralized repair services will service the micro-
.

'pomputers.

In addition to instructional uses, school IMC personnel aret

investigating other uses for the computers when-the machines are not

being used by students, such as circulation.

ry.
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Appendix B

. EpTICIPANT$ IN THE STUDY

For the local or regional' districts:.

Dick Chsse
J.ibrary Media Specialist
Red Wing High School
Red Wing, Minnesota 55066

Eliza Dresang
Media Director
Madison City School District
Madison, Wisconsin 53703'.

Seena Kautz
Instructional Materials Center
Duneland School Corporation
Chesterton, Indiana 46304

Jane Klasing
Cooper City Schools
900 Stirling Road
Cooper City, Florida 33328

Pat Mautino, Media Director
4......pswego County B0CEt

P.O..8ox 488 -

Mexico; N.Y. 13114

Janice Smith
District Media Center
North Glen School District
North Glen, Colorado

Tom Walker, Director
Media Services
Howard County Schools
Columbia, Maryland 21044

'Jerry Wicks
- Director of Media Services
Glenbrook North High School
Northbrook, Illinois

Dr. Daniel Wright
Director of Media
Auburn University
Auburn, Alabama 36830
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.... _ ......

For thg iEiti--Tepartmenta-af_0431cation:

Alabama
Dr. Erbise Kirk
ESEA, Title IV
406 State Office Building
)40entgomeri, Alabama 36130

Colorado
0 Anne Marie Falsone, State Librarian

State Pepartment of Education
1362 Lincoln Street
Denver, Colorado 80203
(represented by William Cound)

Florida
Sandra Ulm, Consultant

--______._Tallahassee,,Florida 32304,

,

Department of Education
School Library/Media.Services

------------
. ------___

Illinois
----------

Marie Sivak, Educational C-cihsu-
Illinois Office of Education
100 N. First Street

,

4 Springfield, Illinois 62177

co.

\-,

Indiana'
Phyllis Land, Director.

Diviiion of,Instructional Media
"State Roóm 229, State House
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204

(Maryland:

Paula Montgomery, Branch Chief
School Library Me'dia Services Branch, State DPI
200 West Baltimore

Baltimore, Maryland 21201

Minnesota:
Dr. Robert H. Miller, Supervisor

Educational Media Unit, State Dept. of Ed:
'Capitol Squaie Building
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

New York:

Beatrice Griggs, Administrator.
Bureau of Libraries
lloom 676, State Education Department
Albany, New York.12234

Wisconsin:

Richard Sorenson, Supervisor
Instructional Media Programs

State Department of Public Instruction
Madison, Wisconsin 53702
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SCHOOL DISTRICT NO.0.2,*ADAMS COUNTY.
INTERLIBRARY INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SERVICES

nterlibrary usage is essential to the vitality of libraries of All types-and sizes

s means of greatly expanding the range of materials to users. The purpose of this

tirarchial chart is to shOw steps teachers and library media specialists may take

o increase access to resources.

Information Type of Material Procedures for Acces4ing Materials Cost
Time

Retxieval Available ° Consideration

By

.

I. In erlibrary .

Loan .ervices None 7-14 days
Complete ILL Form and-submit to

Author Print Materials .
.

A. Ithin DMC Cataloger

istrict

.

including .
.

. _

periodicals
, 2 Via In-district location determined ,

DMC Master Audiovisual through master-file

. ,File Materials 2
'R

.

.
equest forwaraed to scho

Locator_ . . holding needed material .

'Lender has the right to .

establish appropriate loan
or deny loan request

B. Within Colorado
Colorado Union Catalog may be Shipping costs; .

,

,
Coloriao, Union

Print Materials accessed at District Media only replaCe- . 7-21 days

Catalog Audiovisual
Center to obtain materials ment at

.
,

Materials
,from Colorado public, academic, current value

Microfithe (Limited)
school and special libraries of lost or

indexing Iuterlibrary Loan Services
damaged items .

2.5 'requested at closest Adams
,

million County Brancirthrough
.

records
n Telefax services ,

Telefax:

a tele-

t's

014
p one
electronic

mail
system



Sch
Res

Wi
Dis

Ada
Pub

.bra

141

Information
Retrieval
By

Type of Material
Available

Procedures for Accessing Materials Cost Time
Consideration

C. Within
. Nation
OCLC
Te -

inal

Author

Title

ISBN N .

LC No.

.

Print materials
(majority)

Audiovisual
materials
(limited)

Complete.ILL Form and submit to
DMC Cataloger

OCLC data base 6earched fonna-
tionll location when unavail-
able in-state

Cataloger selects closest of

state locations and electron-
ically processes request

Requested item received, routed
and returned to,DMC for ILL

Loan handling

$1.35 per item
plus shipping;
also replace-
ment at cur-
rent value of
lost or damaged
items

10-14 days

.-

.1, Walk-in
A. Feeder

Iol Use of
Iurces

In
rict #12

ervices

Card
Catalog,
referen-
ce mat-.
erials,
indexes
etc. -

Upon agree-
ment:

Print mat.
Ref. mat.

Audio-
visual
mat.

Facilities
Equipment

Inquiring teacher request and
arrange for use of feeder-sch-

ool resources and facilities
by contacting principal and
library media specialist

Teacher clearly'defines
expected outcome in terms of.

student learning

Host principal and library

media specialist establish
user priorities of facili-

ties, materials and staff

"

None; only re-
placement cost
at current
value of lost
or damaged
items

Upon agreemen
by host schoo
principal and
library medra
sVecialist

B. Within
s County
ic Li-
y System

Same

as
above

Print mat.
Ref. mat,

Audio-
visual
mat.

Facilities
Equipment

-_

Individual check-out of
materials requires each
student haye a valid Adams

County Library card enabling

them to check out materials

from any Adams County Branch

rinqq lice must be coordina-

-

None; only re-
placement cost
at current
value of lost
or damaged items

,

Immediate to
14 days

ted by'the teacher for sched-

uling facilities, tours or

personnel

1 '1 '
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Information Type of,Material Procedures for Accessing Materials Cosi ITime

RetrievalBy Available Consideration

Adams
County
(cont)

I r

C.Vithin
Metropolitan
Area Public
Library System

Class assignments requiring use of
public library resources should be
communicated well in advance by
teacher to Public library staff

Card"cata-
log, ref.
materials,
indexes,
periodi-
cars, etc.

Print Mat.

Ref. Mat.
Audiovisual

Mat.
Facilities

Equipment

Adams County Library card enables
patron Co borrow from all metro-
politan public library systems
except Denver Public Library

None; only
replacement costs
at current value
of lost or dam-
aged items

(

7-14 days

D. Academic
Library Use of
Resources

Card cata-
log, ref.
mat., ad-
vanced
indexes,
tech.

journals,

etc.

Print Mat.
Advanced
ref. mat.
Audiovisual
mat.

Facilities

High school teacher provides
academic library a list of names
and social security numbers of
stUdents who need to use re-
sources and.facilities

Academic library issues student

a "Use Card"

Circulation service coordinated
through.H.S. library M.C. for
overdue materials and student

follow-up

Entire class may be oriented as
a group upon prior arrangement

Instruction in research process
is high school teacher's
responsibility

Replacement of
lost or damaged
item at current
value

Immediate
to 21 days

III. Computerized
Search

143

In-depth
subject
searches
(majority)

Occas-
ionally
by 'title,

authbr

Citations

Abstracts

Hard-copy
reprint

Selected
copies of
journal
articles

Microfiehe

°

Service requested through:
any public library
academic libraries
independent information
research specialist con-
tacted through DMC

$15.00-$65.00
and up depending
upon complexity
of search

Cost of microfiche

Cost of print copy

144

7-14 days


